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About This Tutorial
Welcome to the Cleo EEI tutorial. This tutorial provides an introduction to using Cleo EEI to configure
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) between your organization and your trading partners. Included are
procedures for:


Identifying the data to be transferred between your organization and your trading partners



Defining the mapping required to make sure that incoming and outgoing data are transferred to
the correct locations



Identifying the trading partners with whom you will be exchanging data



Defining the network communications required to perform EDI



Testing your configuration for incoming and outgoing communications

It is important to note that this tutorial presents only a small portion of the tasks you can perform using EEI. For a
complete description of the capabilities of Cleo EEI, refer to the Cleo EEI User Guide.
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Purpose
The purpose of this tutorial is not to make you an expert in using Cleo EEI; rather, it is intended
to:


Introduce the basic features and usability of Cleo EEI



Provide an introduction to personnel after Cleo EEI has been purchased, but before
personnel have attended formal training



Provide a reference for personnel after attending formal training

This tutorial is not a replacement for formal training; for more information on the features and
benefits of Cleo EEI, and to discuss training concerns, contact your Cleo representative.

Audience
The audience for this tutorial includes personnel responsible for using Cleo EEI for their
organization. While the experience of this audience can range from MIS personnel to data entry
clerks, all should have a basic understanding of EDI concepts, as well as an understanding of the
applications and interface files from and to which EDI data will be passed.
A secondary audience for this tutorial includes personnel who have not yet purchased an EDI
product and are evaluating the features and ease-of-use of Cleo EEI.
It is assumed that the audience includes those who also have a basic understanding of the need for
EDI within their organizations.
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Organization
This tutorial is organized into the following chapters:
Chapter 1. Introduction
Provides an overview of EDI and introduces Cleo EEI. This chapter also introduces the
scenario – that is, the sample trading partner and their requirements – used throughout the
tutorial. You will use data based on this scenario as you define incoming and outgoing
mapping, set up trading partners, and define communications.
Chapter 2. Defining an Incoming Message Class
Provides instructions for defining the mapping (called a message class in Cleo EEI)
required for the sample trading partner described in Chapter 1 to submit purchase orders
to you.
Chapter 3. Defining an Outgoing Message Class
Provides an exercise in which you build on the incoming message class defined in
Chapter 2 to define an outgoing message class for sending invoices to the sample trading
partner.
Chapter 4. Setting Up a Trading Partner
Describes how to identify the sample trading partner and associate the incoming and
outgoing mapping that you defined in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 with that trading partner.
Chapter 5. Testing the Message Classes
Describes how to translate incoming and outgoing documents and, in doing so, how to
test the incoming and outgoing message classes you defined for the sample trading
partner.
Appendix A. Sample Trading Partner Document
Contains information for the tutorial trading partner, purchase order, and invoice. It also
shows the sample data for the purchase order and invoice.
Appendix B. Advanced Auto-Mapper
Describes how to use the powerful features of the Advanced Auto-Mapper.
Appendix C. Version Conversion
Describes how to convert maps from one standard version to another.
An index follows Appendix C.
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How to Use This Tutorial
This tutorial is intended to guide you through the basic tasks required to set up EDI between your
organization and a trading partner. It is not a user’s manual that describes all the operations that
can be performed using Cleo EEI. However, after completing this tutorial, you should have
enough understanding to perform most of the tasks you need to set up EDI and begin exchanging
data with your trading partners.
To use this tutorial effectively, follow the procedures in the sequence that they are presented. Many
of the concepts presented in later chapters build on those discussed earlier. It is important to
note, however, that Cleo EEI does not limit you to any one sequence of tasks. You do not, for
example, have to define incoming and outgoing mapping before you set up your trading partners.
In addition, the same mapping can be used for multiple trading partners. As you become more
familiar with Cleo EEI, you can determine the sequence of tasks that is best for you.
Before you begin the tutorial, Chapter 1 provides a basic discussion of EDI concepts and a brief
overview of Cleo EEI. In addition, Chapter 1 describes the sample trading partner and
documentation that you will use to perform the tutorial. It is recommended that you read Chapter
1 before you perform the tutorial, which starts in Chapter 2.
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Restoring the Tutorial Library and Connections 6.2
The tutorial library is saved in a save file in the EXTDEMOFIL library. To restore it,
execute the following command:
RSTLIB SAVLIB(EXT_TUTOR) DEV(*SAVF)
SAVF(EXTDEMOFIL/EXT_TUTOR) RSTLIB(EXT_TUTOR)
After the library is restored, the following connections can be restored, based on what is needed:


The first group of 20 connections are inbound purchase orders and have a date of 2/05/96 and times
ranging from 11:01 to 11:20. Perform the following command:
RSTCNNDTA CNNLOGNBR(*ALL) SAVCATNBR(*MOUNTED) DEV(*SAVF)
SAVLIB(EXTSYSFT) SAVF(EXT_TUTOR/TRAIN_CN) RSTLIB(EXTSYSF)



The next connection has a date and time of 7/06/00 15:16 and is an inbound purchase order; perform the
following command:
RSTCNNDTA CNNLOGNBR(*ALL) SAVCATNBR(*MOUNTED) DEV(*SAVF)
SAVLIB(EXTSYSF2) SAVF(EXT_TUTOR/TUTCNNRCV) RSTLIB(EXTSYSF)



The last connection has a date and time of 8/26/95 13:53 and is an outbound invoice; perform the
following command:
RSTCNNDTA CNNLOGNBR(*ALL) SAVCATNBR(*MOUNTED) DEV(*SAVF)
SAVLIB(EXTSYSF2) SAVF(EXT_TUTOR/TUTCNNSND) RSTLIB(EXTSYSF)
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Restoring the Tutorial Library and Connections 6.3 and 6.4
The tutorial library is saved in a save file in the EXTDEMOFIL library.
To restore it, execute the following command:
RSTLIB SAVLIB(EXT_TUTOR) DEV(*SAVF)
SAVF(EXTDEMOFIL/EXT_TUTOR) RSTLIB(EXT_TUTOR)
After the library is restored, the following connections can be restored, based on what is needed:
One inbound purchase order with a date and time of 1/30/12 13:22. Perform the following
command:
RSTCNNDTA CNNLOGNBR(*ALL) SAVCATNBR(*MOUNTED) DEV(*SAVF)
SAVLIB(EXTSMPLF63) SAVF(EXT_TUTOR/AUTOMAP_CN)
RSTLIB(EXTSYSF)

One inbound purchase order with a date and time of 1/30/12 15:44 Perform the following
command:
RSTCNNDTA CNNLOGNBR(*ALL) SAVCATNBR(*MOUNTED) DEV(*SAVF)
SAVLIB(EXTSMPLF63) SAVF(EXT_TUTOR/TUTCNNRCV) RSTLIB(EXTSYSF)

Additionally, one of the job descriptions in your Cleo environment will have to be updated to
include the tutorial library. To update it, execute the following command:
CHGJOBD JOBD(EXTSYS/EXTRNJOBD) INLLIBL(QTEMP EXTSYSF EXTSYS
EXTSYSMSGQ EXTDEMOFIL QGPL EXT_TUTOR)

When completed with the tutorial, run the following command to remove the tutorial library from
the job description:
CHGJOBD JOBD(EXTSYS/EXTRNJOBD) INLLIBL(QTEMP EXTSYSF EXTSYS
EXTSYSMSGQ EXTDEMOFIL QGPL)
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Introduction

What Is EDI?
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is defined as the transmission, in a standard syntax, of
unambiguous information of business or strategic significance between computers of independent
organizations. In other words, EDI allows for the transfer of business documents – such as
purchase orders, invoices, and insurance claims – between the applications on your computer and
those on your business partners’ computers.
Note: In EDI, business partners (such as vendors, suppliers,
and customers) are called trading partners.
To enable the transfer of documents, EDI includes standards that specify how EDI documents are
formatted. The standards provide a common “language” for transferring documents. During an
EDI transfer, data from the document being sent are translated by EDI software into EDI standard
format. The translated document is then sent, either directly or through a third-party network, to a
trading partner. Data is then translated from the EDI standard to a format that the trading partner’s
applications recognize.

Your
Applications

Internal
Database

EDI
Software

Document
in EDI Standard
Form

Third Party Network
(Optional)
Outgoing
document
Incoming
document

Document
in EDI Standard
form

EDI
Software

Internal
Database

Sending and Receiving EDI Documents
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The standards specify both the data that can be included in an EDI transmission and the format of
that data within the transmission. Cleo EEI is designed to support the principal EDI standards
groups:


Accredited Standards Committee (ASC) X12, which is chartered by the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI). ASC X12 is used primarily in the United States and
Canada.



Transportation Data Coordination Committee (TDCC)



Uniform Code Council (UCC)
(Recent transactions for TDCC and UCC have been implemented through the ASC X12
Standards Committee.)



United Nations Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce, and
Transport (UN/EDIFACT), which is maintained by a committee chartered by the United
Nations. UN/EDIFACT is the principal standard used internationally.

In addition, Cleo EEI supports proprietary standards, including fixed record length non- delimited
standards.
Regardless of the standard, a basic EDI transmission includes the following components:


Interchange Envelope. The interchange envelope, as a regular envelope used to send a
letter, identifies the sender and receiver of the transmission, and encloses the contents of
the transmission in an “envelope”. Each interchange envelope contains an interchange
header and an interchange trailer, and is unique to a trading partner.



Functional Groups. A grouping of one or more documents of the same type, such as
purchase orders, is called a functional group. The purpose of a functional group is to
convey information that applies to all of the documents within the group. While
functional groups are mandatory when using ASC X12 standards, they are optional when
using UN/EDIFACT standards. Each functional group starts with a functional group
header and ends with a functional group trailer. More than one functional group can be
included within the same interchange envelope.

Cleo EEI Tutorial
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Transaction Sets/Messages. A business document, such as a purchase order or invoice, is
called a transaction set in ASC X12 terminology and a message in UN/EDIFACT
terminology. (For purposes of this documentation, generic references to these business
documents will be referred to as “messages”, but when a tutorial exercise works
specifically with an ASC X12 standard, we will use “transaction set”.) Each message
consists of a list of segments (described below), which are typically grouped into a header
area, a detail area, and a summary area. More than one message of the same type can be
included within a functional group.
Functional Group
Header

Header

Segments
and Elements

Transaction Set
or Message Start

Functional Group
Trailer

Transaction Set
or Message Stop

Trailer

Basic EDI Transmission
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Segments. A group that consists of logically related pieces of data (called elements,
described below) is called a segment. For example, pricing information might include
both actual prices and volume discounts; these two pieces of data can be included in a
segment. Each message defined by the EDI standards includes a set of segments that can
be defined for that message. When you configure your system to enable EDI, you choose
from the standards the segments you need for each message. Some segments are
mandatory -- they must be used whenever a particular message is defined. Other elements
are optional -- they are defined based on the requirements of your applications and those
of your trading partners. Segments are similar to file record types.

Cleo
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Elements. An element is the most basic component of a standard. Each unit of
information in a document, such as an order number or a date, becomes an element when
the document is translated to EDI standard form. Each segment type defined by the EDI
standards includes a set of elements that can be defined for that segment type. When you
configure your system to enable EDI, you choose from the standards which elements you
need for each segment. As with segments, elements can be mandatory or optional, or
their usage can depend on the use of other elements in a particular segment (these are
conditional elements). Elements are similar to fields in files, except that they can have a
variable length and can be optional.
There are three element types: simple, composite, and component. A simple element
contains a single data element value. A composite element is a data element containing
two or more component elements, which are simple elements that are subordinate to
composite elements.

To utilize EDI, you and your trading partner must agree on the standards class (for example: X12,
EDIFACT), the document types, and the segments and elements for each document type. You then
determine where in your database the corresponding information is found (in the case of outgoing
documents) or where it is to be placed (in the case of incoming documents). Once you have
identified the appropriate fields in your database, you match those fields with the agreed upon
elements in the standards through a process called data mapping.
For documents you are sending, Cleo EEI uses your mapping to translate the data into EDI
standard format before sending the data to your trading partner. For incoming documents, Cleo
EEI uses your mapping to translate the document from the EDI standard format to the format
specified for your database.
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What is Cleo EEI?
Cleo EEI is an advanced EDI product, providing a high performance EDI management system.
Cleo EEI provides the interface between your applications and your trading partner’s
applications, allowing you to send documents back and forth electronically.
Using Cleo EEI, you identify file format information from your applications, standards
information from the EDI standards (which are included in Cleo EEI’s EDI Standards tables), and
trading partner information. This information is used to produce the data mapping, or message
class, which is a set of instructions that Cleo EEI uses to convert data from your application files
into an EDI standard format, and vice versa.
The following subsections present simplified views of how the system handles outgoing and
incoming documents.

Sending a Document to a Trading Partner
To send a document to a trading partner, Cleo EEI performs the following functions (refer to the
illustration on the next page):
1.

Reads the desired information from your application files, then translates the information
into EDI standard data according to the specific instructions specified in the message
class set up for the document and trading partner

2.

Wraps the EDI standard data in group and interchange envelopes

3.

Establishes communications through a direct connection, a Value Added Network (VAN),
or to a file or tape

4.

Sends the interchange (enveloped) data to the trading partner via the specified
communications channel

Every step of this process is logged in various audit files, including the logging of any problems
found within the application data, the translation process, or the communication session.
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Receiving a Document from a Trading Partner
Receiving a document from a trading partner is almost the reverse of the sending process (refer to
the illustration on the next page):
1.

The selected network or the trading partner is contacted

2.

The EDI data from the trading partners are received by Cleo EEI’s
communication program, which passes the EDI data from the EDI transmission to
Cleo EEI’s unwrapping program

3.

The unwrapping program unwraps the interchange data and determines the trading
partners and document types

4.

Based on the trading partners and document types, the translator program determines the
message class (map) required to translate the EDI standard data into the format required
for your applications

As with the sending process, all steps of the receiving process are logged in the audit files, and the
system sends messages and performs error handling routines should errors be encountered.
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Setting Up EDI Among Trading Partners
Typically, larger organizations that have relationships with many trading partners – such as large
retail organizations with many suppliers – define the EDI requirements for those trading partners.
These larger organizations are informally called hubs. Trading partners who must set up EDI
according to a hub’s requirements are informally called spokes. An organization can be both a hub
and a spoke.
When trading partners set up EDI to exchange documents with each other, the hub in the
relationship often supplies its spokes with a trading partner document that defines the
requirements for documents to be exchanged. A trading partner document typically describes:


The EDI standards and version required to exchange documents



The messages to be used



Specific segments and elements to be used within each message



Enveloping or addressing information to use in setting up the trading partner

Spokes use the information in a trading partner document to define the message classes necessary
to translate documents to and from EDI standard format, according to the hub’s requirements.

1-10
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The Tutorial Scenario
The tutorial that you will begin in the next chapter is based on a scenario in which you are setting
up an incoming purchase order and an outgoing invoice for exchange with a sample trading
partner. In this scenario, your organization is a spoke, and you are setting up EDI according to
your hub’s requirements.
To perform the tasks in the tutorial, you will use a sample trading partner document that defines
the hub’s EDI requirements. This sample trading partner document is included in Appendix A of
this guide.
The tutorial focuses on the tasks required to set up and configure Cleo EEI. These setup tasks
include:


Defining an incoming message class. For your system to handle incoming documents,
such as purchase orders, you must define an incoming message class that maps the data
sent by your trading partner into fields and formats that your applications can recognize.
Chapter 2 walks you through the steps required to define an incoming message class to
receive purchase orders from the sample trading partner.



Defining an outgoing message class. To send documents to your trading partner, you
must define an outgoing message class that maps the data from your application files to an
EDI standard format previously agreed to by you and your trading partner. Chapter 3
includes a discussion of the steps required to define an outgoing message class to send
invoices to the sample trading partner.



Defining your trading partner. You need to identify the trading partner with whom you
will be exchanging documents, then associate the incoming and/or outgoing message class
to use with that trading partner. Chapter 4 shows you how to define a sample trading
partner, then associate the incoming and outgoing message classes defined in Chapters 2
and 3 with the sample trading partner.



Testing your configuration. Before you exchange documents with your trading partner,
you can test the incoming and outgoing configurations to ensure that documents will be
exchanged successfully. Chapter 5 describes how to translate incoming and outgoing
documents and, by doing so, verify that your message class and trading partner definitions
are valid.
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In addition to the sample trading partner information included in Appendix A, the following are
also provided to help you perform the tutorial tasks:
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Sample application files, which are located in the EXT_TUTOR library. These files
include:
o

TUTOR_ORAD

Purchase order name and address

o

TUTOR_ORDT

Purchase order detail

o

TUTOR_ORHD

Purchase order header

o

TUTOR_ORNT

Purchase order notes

o

TUTOR_INAD

Invoice name and address

o

TUTOR_INDT

Invoice detail

o

TUTOR_INHD

Invoice header

o

TUTOR_INNT

Invoice notes

Sample panels throughout the tutorial that show the information to be entered, along with
explicit instructions for entering it

Cleo
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Accessing Cleo EEI
For convenience, an environment has been set up for you to perform the tutorial. This
environment includes the library that contains the sample application files that you will use to
create application interface file sets for mapping.
To access Cleo EEI:
1.

From the sign-on panel, type CleoOWN in the User field.

2.

[Tab] to the Password field, type CleoOWN, and then press [Enter].
The Main Menu is displayed:

At this point, you are ready to perform the tutorial. Please proceed to Chapter 2 to learn how to
define the mapping required for incoming purchase orders.

Cleo EEI Tutorial
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Defining an Incoming Message Class

Overview
When trading partners send EDI documents to you, they use their EDI applications to read the
appropriate data fields from their applications, translate the data to EDI standards, and then finally
send the EDI documents to you.
When your system receives the documents, however, it does not automatically know how to
process the data in them. For your system to handle incoming EDI documents, you must define
incoming message classes that translate the data in the EDI documents into a format that your
applications can recognize.
This chapter walks you through the basic steps for defining an incoming message class for the
purchase order described in Chapter 1. These steps include:


Retrieving application file information. The application data files used in the tutorial are
files containing format and field descriptions for storing data. Using Cleo EEI, you can
retrieve the file, format, and field descriptions of your application data files, then map the
corresponding elements in an EDI document to them.
Note: Application files can also be flat files (such as
program-defined files).
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Creating application file sets. For incoming documents, an application file set is a named
set of application files which, as a collective, contain all the fields necessary for receiving
EDI documents using one or more message classes.



Creating a message class. A message class is a mapping that links standard elements of
EDI data to fields in the files of an application file set. To handle incoming documents,
you use Cleo EEI to create message classes that map the standard data from the
incoming documents to the appropriate fields in your application files.



Selecting segments and customizing the segment map. As mentioned in Chapter 1, a
segment is a group that consists of logically related pieces of data, such as pricing
information that includes both actual prices and volume discounts. Each message defined
by the EDI standards includes a set of segments that can be defined for documents
corresponding to that message. However, not all segments available within a standard
message must be included with documents corresponding to that message. To handle
incoming documents, you must therefore identify which of the available segments will be
included with the documents and, if necessary, customize the segment map to ensure that
the necessary element data is processed correctly.

Cleo
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Selecting elements and customizing the element map. As mentioned in Chapter 1, each
segment defined by the EDI standards consists of one or more elements that can be
defined for that segment. Not all elements available for a segment, however, must be
included. To handle incoming documents, you must therefore identify which of the
available elements will be included with the documents and, if necessary, customize the
element map to ensure that the necessary element data are processed correctly.



Defining the mapping between application file fields and elements. After you identify the
elements to include in your mapping, you need to map the elements to the data fields in
your application file set.



Specifying segment map file/formats. When defining your incoming translation, you must
specify when records will be written to your application files. For example, for every line
item segment received in the incoming data, you can specify that a record be written in
your detail file.

In addition to linking the elements from your trading partner’s messages to your application data
fields, you may have to perform additional manipulation to ensure that your mapping is successful.
This chapter walks through some examples of how you can manipulate your maps, including:


Performing segment and element qualification. In some cases, you may have to qualify
data being sent from a trading partner. By qualifying data, you instruct Cleo EEI to
perform processing based on the occurrence or value of data in an element. For
example, your trading partner might send you both original orders and confirmation
orders. Yet the application you use to process orders might not be able to distinguish
between confirmation and original orders. To address this, you can specify that only if
the purchase order is an original order will the date of the purchase order be passed to
your order processing application. Within your order processing application, you can
then identify confirmation orders by the fact that they do not have a date on them.



Performing substringing and concatenation. Using Cleo EEI, you can extract portions
of an element or field. For example, your trading partner might include three digits at the
beginning of each purchase order number that represent an internal code, such as the
department requesting the order. Your organization, however, might not need this
information, so you can specify that only the characters after the first three digits be
passed to your order processing application. The characters that are passed to your
application are called a substring (“substringing” is breaking apart data from within an
element). You can also add data to elements being passed to your applications. This is
called concatenation (“concatenation” is writing two or more elements to one field, or
two or more files to one element or field).



Using code tables and external processes. In addition to mapping elements directly to
application file fields, Cleo EEI enables you to create code tables that translate elements
to values that are then mapped to your application files. In other words, an EDI element
from your trading partner’s incoming message can be passed through a table, with the
result being mapped to the appropriate application field. In addition, customized
programs can be called to further manipulate data.
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Mapping envelope and/or non-element data. Each message class that you create maps
data from the start segment to the end segment of a message. A message class can also
map additional data. For example, there might be instances where you want to include
additional data, such as data from the interchange envelope (refer to Chapter 1 for a
description of the structure of an EDI transmission), or other data that is not part of the
EDI transmission. This feature allows you to map data such as your trading partner’s
Sender ID from the interchange envelope, or you can add your organization’s name,
which will be passed to your application whenever you process an incoming EDI
transmission using that incoming message class.
Note: Before proceeding, make sure that you are signed on to
EXTOL EEI. Refer to Chapter 1 for instructions on
signing on.
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Retrieving Application File Information
When you receive an EDI transmission from your trading partner, Cleo EEI translates the data
from EDI standards to formats recognized by your application files, and then sends the data to your
application files.
To translate the data correctly, you define message classes to use for incoming documents.
Creating message classes is discussed later in this chapter.
For Cleo EEI to know where to send data after translation, you must identify the files and libraries
into which the incoming data will be written.
Cleo EEI can utilize your existing file descriptions by reading them into the Cleo system, rather
than you having to manually enter the file and field information (however, you must manually
enter information for program-described files).
For the tutorial, the following sample purchase order files are included with your system (they are
located in the EXT_TUTOR library):
File Name

Description

TUTOR_ORAD

Name and address

TUTOR_ORDT

Order detail

TUTOR_ORHD

Order header

TUTOR_ORNT

Notes
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To retrieve these files, use the following procedure:
1.

From the Cleo EEI Main Menu, type 5 (in the Selection or command field) and press
[Enter].
The Mapping Menu is displayed:

2.

Type 1 and press [Enter] to select Work with application data files.
The Work with application files panel is displayed.

3.

Press [F6] to retrieve the file, format, and field descriptions.
The Retrieve application file desc panel is displayed.
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4.

In the Application file field, type TUTOR*. In the Library field, type EXT_TUTOR:

5.

Press [Enter].
The Work with retrieved file descriptions panel is displayed, listing all files in the
EXT_TUTOR library beginning with the letters “TUTOR”.
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6.

Type 1 in the Opt field for all purchase order files:

7.

Press [Enter].

8.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
The Application file usage in msg class format panel is displayed.
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9.

For each file being retrieved, press [F3].
So, since you are retrieving all four purchase order files, press [F3] four times.
The Work with retrieved file descriptions panel is redisplayed. Note the message at the
bottom of the panel indicating that format and field descriptions have been retrieved for the
files.
Note: The panels mentioned in steps 8 and 9 are displayed
during the tutorial because the formats have been
used in an existing message class. Normally this will
not happen, unless the operation is a re-retrieve.

10. Press [F3] to return to the Work with application files panel (notice that the retrieved files
are now added to the list of application files; you may have to [PageDown] to see them).
11. Return to the Mapping Menu by pressing [F3] again.
At this point, you have retrieved the purchase order files that you need to create your incoming
mapping
Note: Although we included the TUTOR_ORNT file in the file
set in the steps above, it will not be used for the
message class we will create later in this chapter.
With it in the file set, though, it could be used for
other message classes we might create.
Now you need to create an application file set based on the retrieved files.
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Creating an Application File Set
For each message class that you create, you map EDI standard elements to their corresponding
fields within your application files. As you will see from the example used here, multiple
application files will be used to create one message class. To facilitate the task of associating
application files with a message class, you group application files into a file set. When you create
your message class, you can then refer to your application file set -- which contains all the files,
formats, and field descriptions necessary for the message class -- by a single name.
Most application files are bound to a particular document type. Occasionally, however,
application files are not bound to any particular document type, nor is any particular document
type tied to a specific application file. For the purposes of this tutorial, we have created
application files specifically set up for incoming purchase orders. In reality, files can be used for
multiple documents, individual files can be included in any number of file sets, and files can be
used for both incoming and outgoing data.
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To create your application file set:
1.

From the Mapping Menu, type 2 and press [Enter] to select Work with application file sets.
The Work with application file set panel is displayed, listing all existing file sets.

2.

Press [F9] to create a new file set.
The Work with application file set panel changes to Create mode, with the list of existing
file sets removed.

3.

Do the following:


In the File set field, type TUTOR_PO and press [Tab]



In the Description field, type Tutorial PO files and press [Tab]



In the Type field, type ? and press [Tab]



In the Sts field, type D (to indicate that the file set is in a development status)
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4.

Press [Enter].
The Application file set type list selector panel is displayed, listing the available application
file set types from which you can choose.

5.

Type 1 in the Opt field for the value S (to indicate that the translated data is to be Split to
multiple files):

6.

Press [Enter].
The Work with application file set panel is redisplayed, with S in the Type field.

7.

Press [Enter].

8.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
The Work with application file set panel becomes blank.

9.

Press [F9] to change from Create mode to Change mode.
The Work with application file set panel is refreshed, listing all the available file sets.
Notice that the file set that you just created is now also listed.
Note: The new file may be further down on the list than can
be displayed in the panel. If so, press [PageDown] to
page through the list until you find the new file set.
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At this point, you have created the “shell” for your file set, but you still have to add the files that
you retrieved in the previous procedure to the file set.
To add the files to your file set:
1.

In the Work with application file set panel, locate the TUTOR_PO file set and type 5 in its
Opt field:

2.

Press [Enter].
The Work with application file set members panel is displayed. Here, you indicate each file
(from among those that have been retrieved) that is to be included in the application file set.
You can enter the file names a number of ways:


By entering the names directly (which we will do shortly in step 3)



By typing a ? … upon pressing [Enter], a selector panel is displayed listing all files



By typing a ? followed by the first few characters of the file name to be retrieved.
This is helpful if you know the first part of a file name, but not the whole name.
Upon pressing [Enter], a selector panel is displayed listing all the files that have
been retrieved which start with the character(s) specified.
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3.

Type TUTOR_ORAD, TUTOR_ORHD, TUTOR_ORDT, and TUTOR_ORNT in the File
name field for the four purchase order files (press [Tab] after typing each file name):

4.

Press [Enter].

5.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
The Work with application file set members panel is redisplayed, listing details for the four
files.

6.

Press [F3] twice to return to the Mapping Menu.

At this point, you have retrieved your application files, created an application file set, and added
your retrieved files to the set. You are now ready to create a message class that will map the data
in your application file set to the EDI standards required by your trading partner.
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Creating a Message Class
After you retrieve your application files and create an application file set to use for your mapping,
you create a message class that defines the mapping between the elements in an EDI standard
document and the fields in your application file set. The general process for creating a message
class includes the following steps:


Specify general parameters for the message class, including: the EDI standards to use, the
version of the standards, the standard document ID (which defines the message type, such
as purchase orders), and the application file set to be associated with it



Select the segments and elements that are to be used. When you specify the message ID
and EDI standards to be used, Cleo EEI provides for you all the segments and elements
that are available within the selected standard for the specified document and version.
However, in most cases, you and your trading partner require only a subset of the
available segments and elements. Therefore, you choose from the list only those that are
needed according to the agreement between you and your trading partner.



Define the mapping between the selected elements and their corresponding application
file fields

In addition, there are tasks you can perform to customize your message classes. Some of these
tasks are presented later in this chapter.
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To create the message class:
1.

From the Mapping Menu, type 3 and press [Enter] to select Work with message classes.
The Work with message class panel is displayed, listing all existing message classes.

2.

Press [F9] to create a new message class.
A blank Work with message class panel is displayed.

3.

In the Msg ID field, type 850 to identify the standard document ID. [Tab] to the Msg class
field and type TUTOR_MAP:

Note: The 850 Message ID is an ASC X12 standard code for
purchase orders. It includes all the segments and
elements that, according to the X12 standard, can
appear on purchase orders.
The message class field must be unique to the Message
ID; that is, you cannot have two message classes
specified as 850 TUTOR_MAP, but you can have two
850 Message IDs that have unique message class
names.
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4.

Press [Enter].
The Change message class details panel is displayed.
Note: The parameters that you define for your message
classes depend mostly on your trading partner’s
requirements.
For example, the Standard class code and Version
release depend on which version of which standard
your trading partner is using. In most cases, your
trading partner will supply you with this information.
Other parameters, such as the Application file set,
depend on the file set that you are using for this
message class.

5.

Refer to the trading partner description included in the scenario described in Appendix A, and
complete the Change message class details panel based on that scenario:
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6.

Press [Enter].
The Work with message class panel is redisplayed.

7.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
The Work with message class panel becomes blank.

8.

Press [F9] to change from Create mode to Change mode.
The Work with message class panel is refreshed, listing all the available message classes
(notice that the message class that you just created is also listed):

Note: The new message class may be further down on the
list than can be displayed in the panel. If so, press
[PageDown] to page through the list until you find it.
At this point, you have created a message class profile, but you have not yet identified the
segments and elements to be included in it. Proceed to the following section to select the segments
to use for your new message class.
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Selecting Segments and Customizing the Segment Map
As discussed in Chapter 1, the map you define for transferring documents between you and your
trading partner is often based on EDI requirements that your trading partner provides to you.
Typically, your trading partner will supply you with specifications listing all the segments and
elements that you will receive with an incoming document or that you must send with an outgoing
document.
A sample trading partner document, based on the scenario described in Chapter 1, is included in
Appendix A. Please refer to this sample document as you select and customize your segment and
element maps.
Note: For incoming documents, you must select EVERY
segment to be sent by your trading partner; otherwise,
an error will be flagged during translation. Although
selected, it is not required that you map from every
segment.
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To select segments for your message class:
1.

In the Work with message class panel, type 8 in the Opt field for the new 850
TUTOR_MAP message class:
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2.

Press [Enter].
The Select message class function panel is displayed:

3.

Type 2 in the Opt field for the Segment map; element map function and then press [Enter]
to define the segment map for your message class.
A blank Work with message class segment map panel is displayed.
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4.

Press [F6] to add the appropriate segments.
The Select segments for message class map panel is displayed, listing all segments available
in the X12 standards for the 850 message class:
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5.

Specify the number of occurrences for each segment to be added to this message class.
Referring to the sample trading partner document in Appendix A for the segments to be
specified (see the ACME 850 Purchase Order segment table), you should specify:


N for the N1 and PO1 segments, because more than 1 occurrence may be received
for each of these (these segments are written to the incoming application files)



2 for the REF segment, because up to 2 different types of REF data might be
received



1 for the PER and ITD segments, because only 1 type of PER or ITD data will be
received



3 for the DTM segment, because up to 3 different types of DTM data might be
received



1 for the CTT segment to accumulate Transaction Totals
Note: The segments ST, BEG, and SE are already specified
as mandatory. The N2, N3, N4, and PO4 segments –
defined in our trading partner document – are not
visible from this panel. These segment types appear
inside loops, which are explained in the next
subsection, “Defining Loops”.

Note: An M in the Used field indicates that the segment is
mandatory. For purchase orders, a Transaction Set
Header and a Beginning Segment for Purchase
Order are both mandatory segments that must be
included in all purchase order message classes.
For incoming documents, an integer in the Used field
means that the specified number of segments for that
segment type is expected. For example, specifying 2
for the REF segment means that you are expecting 2
types of REF data in the document.
For incoming documents, an N in the Used field means
that an undetermined number of occurrences of that
segment could be received, up to the maximum
allowed by the standard. In most cases, an N in the
Used field defines that segment as unique to a specific
file/format for the purpose of writing a new record
each time that segment is received.
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6.

When you are finished selecting the number of segments, press [Enter].

7.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
The Select segments for message class map panel is redisplayed.

6.

Press [F3] to return to the Work with message class segment map panel, which now lists the
segments that you selected.
Compare the segments you selected with these sample panels:
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If they match, go on to “Defining Loops” subsection to see how you can specify
that a grouping of segments be used repeatedly in a transaction set.
If they do not match, repeat steps 4 through 7.

Defining Loops
When you select the segments to be included in a message class, you specify the number of each
segment that can occur in the EDI document, based on your trading partner agreement. For
example, if there are 2 administrative communications contacts that can be included on a purchase
order, you can specify that 2 PER segments be defined for your message class.
In some cases, however, you need to define a group of segments, such as names and addresses,
which can occur multiple times on a purchase order. Such groups are called loops.
On the Work with message class segment map panel, loop start segments are indented from the
other segments.
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To select segments inside a loop:
1.

On the Work with message class segment map panel, locate the indented N1 segment and
type E in its Opt field:

2.

Press [Enter].
The Work with message class segment map panel changes to display only the N1 segment.

3.

Press [F6] to define segments at this loop level.
The Select segments for message class map panel, listing the segments that can be defined
within the N1 loop segment, is displayed.
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4.

For each segment of the N1 loop that you are to map (N2, N3, and N4), type 1 in its Used
field (refer to the N1 loop segment in the sample trading partner document in Appendix A):

5.

Press [Enter].

6.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
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7.

Press [F3] to return to the Work with message class segment map panel, which lists your
selections for the N1 loop:

8.

Press [F3] again to return to the top level of the segment map, also called the first loop level.
Note: In certain documents, loops may be inside other loops;
these are called nested loops.

Next, repeat this procedure to define the PO1 loop segment according to the sample trading
partner document. This loop segment should include the PO4 segment.
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Customizing the Segment Map
When you select segments from the standards to use in a message class, the standards specify how
that segment is used (that is, whether the segment is optional, and what is the maximum usage).
However, for outbound data, sometimes your trading partner will require you to customize a
segment in a way other than how it is defined by the standard. For inbound data, your application
might require that you customize a segment. For example, the REF (Reference Identification)
segment for purchase orders is defined as optional by the X12 standards. However, for the
purposes of the tutorial, assume that your application requires that the REF segment be mandatory.
To change the REF segment from Optional to Mandatory:
1.

In the Work with message class segment map panel, type 2 in the Opt field for the first REF
segment, and then press [Enter].
The Message class segment map details panel is displayed for the selected segment.

2.

In the Segment requirement Map value field, change the O (Optional) to M (Mandatory):

Note: Setting the Segment requirement to M causes the
EXTOL translator to flag any document as an error if
the REF segment is not received. Note that the values
defined in the standards are displayed in the Standard
value column to the right of the Map value column.
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In addition to changing the properties of a segment, you can also qualify a segment. For example,
you can specify that a segment be processed only when a certain value is present within the
segment. For the sample trading partner, this REF segment is to be processed only if it contains a
department number.
To qualify the REF segment:
1.

In the Segment ID qualifier code field, type two spaces and a D ( _ _ D ) and then press
[Enter].
More fields are added to the panel for you to qualify the segment by data.

2.

In the Qual1/data field, type DP (for Department Number).
This qualifies the segment to be processed only if it contains a department number.

3.

In the Qual1/start field, type 0001.
The panel should now look like this:

This segment map will be used to process a REF segment in this position of the document
only if the first element is DP.
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4.

Press [Enter].

5.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
The Work with message class segment map panel, now reflecting the changes you made, is
displayed:

In our example, the combination of making the segment mandatory and qualifying the segment
means that any purchase order sent to you that uses this message class MUST include a REF
segment, but the REF segment will be processed ONLY if it starts with DP (Department Number).
Note, however, that you can make segments mandatory without qualifying them, and you can
qualify segments that are not mandatory.
After you select and customize the segments that are to be included in your message class, you
need to define the elements to be used for the segments. The following sections show how to
select elements for one of the segments that you just defined.
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Selecting Elements and Customizing the Element Map
Each segment defined by EDI standards contains a set of elements. Some segments contain only
one element, while others can have many. For example, the BEG segment, which is the beginning
segment for the 850 (Purchase Order) standard of X12 version 4020, can contain the following
elements:


Transaction Set Purpose Code



Purchase Order Type Code



Purchase Order Number



Release Number



Date



Contract Number



Acknowledgment Type



Invoice Type Code



Contract Type Code



Purchase Category



Security Level Code



Transaction Type Code

Not all element types are required for each segment, though some are. For example, for the BEG
segment at least one of the following elements are required (Transaction Set Purpose Code,
Purchase Order Type Code, Purchase Order Number, and Date); the others are optional.
As with segments, your trading partners typically supply you with the element requirements for
sending and receiving documents. Please refer to the sample trading partner document included in
Appendix A as you select the elements for the BEG segment.
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Selecting Elements
To select elements for the BEG segment:
1.

In the Work with message class segment map panel, type 5 in the Opt field for the BEG
segment:

2.

Press [Enter].
A blank Work with element map for one segment panel is displayed.

3.

Press [F6] to select the elements to be used in the BEG segment.
The Select elements for message class map panel is displayed, listing all the elements that
can be selected for this segment in the specified version/release of the EDI standards.
Note that all mandatory elements (BEG01, BEG02, BEG03, and BEG05) already have a 1 in
the Used field.
Note: The 01, 02, 03, and 05 above refer to the first, second,
third, and fifth element positions, respectively, of the
BEG segment, as described by the 4020 standards.
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4.

In the Used field, type the number of each element to be included.
Referring to the sample trading partner document in Appendix A, you see that the elements
BEG04, BEG06, and BEG07 must be added. Type 1 next to each of these.
Also, since we are assuming that the Purchase Order Number is the key field for our
application files, type 4 in the Used field for the BEG03. This element will be mapped to
each of the four application files as the unique identifier for those files.
When you are finished, the panel should look like this:

Note: Unlike segments, selecting more than one element of the
same type does not mean that two or more of the same
element is expected.
Selecting multiple element occurrences allows you to map
that single element, or portions of the single element, to
more than one field (for incoming documents), or to
retrieve portions of that single element value from more
than one field (for outbound concatenation).
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5.

Press [Enter].

6.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.

7.

Press [F3] to return to the Work with element map for one segment panel.
The panel now lists the elements you selected for the segment:

After you select the elements to include for a segment according to your trading partner document,
you map the elements to fields in your application files. You can then customize your element
maps according to any requirements that you or your trading partner may have.
Note: In an actual EXTOL implementation for incoming
documents, you do not need to select every element being
received, or map every selected element to fields in your
application files – you only need to do so for those required
by your application.
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Mapping Elements to Application File Fields
While you can explicitly map individual elements to their corresponding fields in your application
files, Cleo EEI can automatically scan your application files and map the fields to the appropriate
elements. This is referred to as automapping.
Automapping works as a result of field text in an application file set containing corresponding
element IDs. When you specify that automapping be used, Cleo EEI scans the text fields for the
occurrence of an element ID. If an element ID is found, that field is selected for mapping to the
corresponding element.
For example, for the tutorial BEG segment the following table lists elements and the field text for
the corresponding fields in the application file set:
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Element ID

Element Description

Field Text in File Set

BEG01

Transaction Set Purpose Code

Order purpose BEG01

BEG02

Purchase Order Type Code

Order type BEG02

BEG03

Purchase Order Number

Order number BEG03

BEG04

Release Number

Release number BEG04

BEG05

Date

Order date BEG05

BEG06

Contract Number

Contract # BEG06
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To automatically define mapping between application file fields and elements:
1.

In the Work with element map for one segment panel, type F in the Opt field for each of the
following elements:


Transaction Set Purpose Code



Purchase Order Type Code



All four Purchase Order Number elements



Release Number



Date



Contract Number

This indicates that you are selecting the fields to be mapped to these elements. Note that we
are choosing not to map the Acknowledgement Type element, assuming that we have no
corresponding place for this element in our application file. (Since we’re not mapping it, we
could have chosen not even to select the Acknowledgement Type element.)
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2.

Press [Enter].
The Select application file field for map panel is displayed for the first element in the list:

Note: If N is in the pos field and the Field text scan field is
blank, as is the case in the example above, the system
returns a list of all available fields from which you can
choose to map the element.
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3.

In the pos field, change the N to Y, then press [Enter].
The system scans your application file set to display only matching field(s):
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Note:

There are two name field values that you can set:
Y

the system searches each application field’s text
for the actual element name (for example:
Purchase Order Number)

N

you have to manually search for the element
name

In an actual Cleo implementation, the flag you use
would depend on how your application files were set up.

Note:

There are three pos field values that you can set:
Y

the system searches the Field Text in the
application file set for the element identifier (for
example: BEG03), which is the case for this
tutorial

F

the system searches the Field names for the
element identifier

N

you have to manually search for the field to map
to

In an actual Cleo implementation, the flag you use
would depend on how your application files were set up.
6.

Type 1 in the Opt field for the field you are mapping to, and then press [Enter].
Note: Because you highlighted multiple elements at the start
of this process, the system automatically scans for the
next field.
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7.

Repeat step 4 for each field to be defined.
After you select the last field, the Work with element map for one segment panel, showing
the application file fields that you just defined for the elements, is redisplayed:

6.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.

7.

Press [F3].

You have now mapped the elements for the BEG segment in your message class.
If you are using the tutorial to create a message class that you can test, use the same procedure
to map the elements for the remaining segments. (Refer to the trading partner document contained
in Appendix A.)
If you are not interested in creating a message class that you can test, you’re done with the
exercise for defining element mapping.
After you define your element mapping, you can customize your element maps to account for
specific requirements of your applications, or to overcome discrepancies between your trading
partner’s applications and yours.
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Customizing the Element Map
There are many circumstances under which you might want to customize an element map. Some
examples include:


Your application accepts only 12 characters for a purchase order number, although the
X12 4020 standards, for example, allow up to 22. You need to change the limit for
purchase order numbers from 22 to 12 characters so that in the event a purchase order
number exceeding 12 characters is sent to you, the system will return an error message.
Please refer to the section titled “Changing Message Class Element Details” to learn how
you can change an element’s characteristics.



Your trading partner uses the first three characters of their purchase order numbers to
identify the department from which the order originated. However, you do not need this
information. You can specify that the first three characters of the purchase order number
be dropped before the number is passed to your application. Please refer to “Substringing
and Concatenation” to learn how you can map only a portion of an element in a single
mapping instance.



Your trading partner sends both original orders and confirmation orders. However, you
only want to process original orders, so you need to qualify each incoming order
according to whether it is an original or confirmation order. Please refer to “Qualifying
Elements” to learn how to qualify elements.
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Changing Message Class Element Details
The following example shows how you can change the size of an element from the standard to one
that meets your or your trading partner’s non-standard requirements. As mentioned earlier, the
X12 4020 standard allows up to 22 characters to be specified for the purchase order number in
element 324. However, if your application accepts only 12 characters, any number that your
trading partner sends that exceeds 12 characters will be truncated; that is, all characters after the
12th will be dropped.
To overcome this problem, you can change the map value from the default to the maximum that
your application accepts. By doing this, an error will be generated whenever a purchase order
number is received that exceeds 12 characters.
To change the maximum number of purchase order number digits:
1.

In the Work with message class segment map panel, type 5 in the Opt field for the BEG
segment:

2.

Press [Enter]
The Work with element map for one segment panel for the BEG segment is displayed.
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3.

Type 2 in the Opt field for the first of the Purchase Order Number element names:

4.

Press [Enter].
The Message class element map details 1 panel is displayed for the Purchase Order
Number element:
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Notice that the bottom of the panel displays information about the application field that is
mapped to this element. Also note that the maximum length is 22, indicating that this field
accepts a maximum of 22 characters.
5.

Locate the Minimum/maximum length field, and then change the maximum length from 22 to
12.

6.

Press [Enter].
A message is displayed at the bottom of the panel indicating that an exception has been made
to the standards:

7.

Press [Enter].

8.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
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Substringing and Concatenation
In addition to changing the allowed minimum and maximum number of characters in an element,
you can also specify which character positions to map. Because the sample trading partner uses
the first three digits of the purchase order number for internal purposes, you can specify that only
the digits after the first three be mapped to your application field. In addition, you can specify how
many characters to include in the mapping. If your trading partner also uses digits at the end of the
purchase number for internal purposes, you can map only those after the third digit and before the
digits that your trading partner uses internally. The portion of an element that you map is called a
substring.
To map a substring:
1.

In the Work with element map for one segment panel, type 2 in the Opt field for the first of
the Purchase Order Number elements, and then press [Enter].
The Message class element map details 1 panel is displayed for the Purchase Order
Number element. (Recall that this is the same panel on which you changed the maximum
length from 22 characters to 12.)

2.

Press [F11] to display the Message class element map details 2 panel.

3.

In the Element manipulation code field, type S to indicate that you are specifying a substring.
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4.

In the Data offset field, type 4. In the Mapped length field, type 5 (and then [Tab] to the next
field).
This indicates that the substring should start in position 4 (dropping the first three characters),
and that the length that gets passed to your application is 5 characters.
The panel should appear like this:

5.

Press [Enter] twice to return to the Message class element map details 1 panel.

6.

Press [Enter] to display the Work with element map for one segment panel.

7.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.

In addition to specifying substrings on an element, you can place element data (either a complete
element or a substring) into a portion of a field in your application file set. For example, you can
take the five characters resulting from the substring you just specified and enter them into a
different position in the corresponding application field.
You can also concatenate elements. For incoming documents, you can use concatenation to add a
constant to an element being mapped to a field. For example, you can add a fixed number or letter
to a purchase order number. You can also use concatenation to map a number of elements, or
substrings of elements, to specified portions of a single field.
You can also perform these same tasks for outgoing documents; that is, concatenate fields, or
substrings of fields, and/or constants into a single element.
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Qualifying Elements
As mentioned earlier, the sample trading partner sends both original orders and confirmation
orders. You need to qualify each so that you process only original orders. Your application,
however, does not differentiate between these two order types. To address this, you can specify
that the purchase order date be mapped only for original orders. If your application receives an
order that does not have an order date, you therefore know that it is a confirmation order.
To qualify the date element for purchase orders:
1.

In the Work with element map for one segment panel, type 2 in the Opt field for the Date
element:
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2.

Press [Enter].
The Message class element map details 1 panel is displayed for the Date element:

3.

Press [F11] to display more element map details.
The Message class element map details 2 panel is displayed.

4.

To display a selector panel containing choices for qualifying the element, type ? in the
Qual1/data field, and then press [Enter].
The Select element in segment selector panel is displayed, listing all of the elements within
the BEG segment.
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5.

Type 1 in the Opt field for the Transaction Set Purpose Code element:

6.

Press [Enter].

7.

The Select ID element value selector panel is displayed, listing the possible values for the
Transaction Set Purpose Code.
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8.

Locate the 00 (Original) value and type 1 in its Opt field to specify that the Date element
(BEG05) be mapped only if the Transaction Set Purpose Code element (BEG01) is 00.

9.

Press [Enter]. The Message class element map details 2 panel, showing the qualification for
the element, is displayed again:
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10. Press [Enter] to return to the Message class element map details 1 panel.
11. Press [Enter] to display the Work with element map for one segment panel.
Note: A Q appears in the Src dst field for the Date element,
indicating that this element/field map is qualified.
12. Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
13. Press [F3] four times to return to the Mapping Menu.
.
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Code Tables and External Processes
So far, you have taken EDI elements and mapped them directly to fields in your application files.
You have also customized them by changing their length, created substrings from them, and used
them to qualify element values or order types.
In addition to these tasks, you can also create a code table that is used for converting values or for
calling external programs. For incoming documents, the result is passed to the appropriate field or
substring of a field; for outgoing documents, the result is passed to an element or a substring of an
element.
Code tables can use the following look-up methods:


Direct look-up. For incoming documents, an element is passed to the code table, which
includes a corresponding value for that element. That value is then passed to the
appropriate field in your application file. For outgoing documents, a value from your
application file is passed through the code table to determine the element to be sent.



Qualified look-up. For qualified look-ups, two pieces of incoming information are
required to return one piece of information. The two pieces of incoming information are
the primary EDI element and a qualifier. The qualifier can be a constant, a field, or a
special value. Depending on the result, a value is passed to the appropriate field. For
outgoing documents, the two pieces of information are the primary data field and a
qualifier. The qualifier can be compared against a constant, a field, or a special value to
determine the element to be sent.



External program call. For incoming or outgoing documents, an element, field, and/or
qualifier are passed to an external program call that performs an operation, such as a
calculation or a look-up. The return value is then passed to the appropriate field or
element.
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To create and attach a code table:
1.

From the Mapping Menu type 4 and press [Enter] to select Work with code translation
tables.
The Work with all code tables panel is displayed.

2.

Press [F9] to create a new code table.
The Work with all code tables panel refreshes, allowing you to enter the name of the new
code table.

3.

In the Code table field, type TUT_POCODE:

4.

Press [Enter].
The Change code table description panel is displayed.
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5.

Complete the fields of this panel as below:

6.

Press [Enter] twice.
The Work with all code tables panel is redisplayed.
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7.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.

8.

Press [F9] to switch to Change mode.

9.

Locate the TUT_POCODE code table, and type 5 in its Opt field:

10. Press [Enter].
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12. Press [Enter].
13. Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
The panel is refreshed.
14. Press [F9] to view and verify the code mapping you just entered.
15. Press [F3] twice to redisplay the Mapping Menu (but only do so if the codes are correct). You
have created the code translation table. Next, you will attach the table to the BEG01 element.
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To attach the code table to11.
theOn
element:
the Code table entries by standard code panel, complete the fields as below:
1.

From the Mapping Menu, type 3 and press [Enter] to select Work with message classes.
The Work with message class panel is displayed.

2.

Locate the 850 TUTOR_MAP and type 8 in its Opt field:

3.

Press [Enter].
The Select message class function panel is displayed.

4.

Type 2 in the Opt field for the Segment map; element map function and press [Enter].
The Work with message class segment map panel is displayed.
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5.

Type 5 in the Opt field for the BEG segment:

6.

Press [Enter].
The Work with element map for one segment panel is displayed.

7.

Type 2 in the Opt field for the Transaction Set Purpose Code element (BEG01), and then
press [Enter].
The Message class element map details 1 panel is displayed.

8.

Press [F14] to change the map details.
The Change message class field map details panel is displayed.
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9.

In the Code translation directions field, type I (Inward translation):

10. Press [Enter].
The Code table reference field is displayed under the Code translation directions field.
11. In the Code table reference field, type TUT_POCODE.
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12. Press [Enter] twice.
The Work with element map for one segment panel is displayed.
Note: An I is displayed in the Src dst field for the BEG01
(Translation Set Purpose Code) element, indicating
incoming mapping using a code table.
13. Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
The Work with element map for one segment panel refreshes:

You have attached a code translation table to an element. Next, you will define the mapping of
data from the interchange envelope to an application field.
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Mapping Interchange Envelope Elements and/or Non-Element Data
Each map that you create contains only segments from the start to the end of a transaction set or
message. However, there might be instances in which you want to include other data, such as: a
constant identifier (for example: an operator code for the operator processing purchase orders); the
current date and time; or elements from the interchange or group envelopes. While such data may
not be part of an EDI transmission, you can still account for such data in your message class.
For the tutorial, you are going to map the interchange sender ID, which comes from the
interchange envelope, to an internal account number field.
To map data from the interchange envelope to an application field:
1.

Press [F3] until you return to the Select message class function panel.

2.

Type 2 in the Opt field for the Message class application file formats/fields function and
press [Enter].
The Work with msg class appl file format panel is displayed.

3.

Type 5 in the Opt field for the TUTOR_ORHD (Order header) file name:
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4.

Press [Enter].
The Work with message class format fields panel is displayed.

5.

Locate the OHSOLD (Internal account number) field and type 2 in its Opt field:

6.

Press [Enter].
The Change message class field map details panel is displayed.
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7.

Type ? in the Field data source/dest field, then press [Enter].
The Data source list selector panel is displayed with a list of data sources that you can
specify.

8.

[PageDown] several times to locate the I3 value (which indicates the interchange sender ID in
the interchange envelope) and then type 1 in its Opt field:
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9.

Press [Enter] to place the I3 code in the Field data source/dest field:

Note: From this panel, you can also specify code table
conversion, substringing, or concatenation.
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10. Press [Enter].
The Work with message class format fields panel is displayed. Note that the value in the
SD field for the OHSOLD field is updated to I3, reflecting your change:

11. Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
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Specifying Segment Map File/Formats
For incoming documents, you must specify when data records from the document are to be written
to your application files.
By placing a file/format on the occurrence of a segment, you control when the system writes a
record for the specified file/format. Therefore, every time the segment appears in an incoming
message, a record is created for that file/format in the appropriate application file.
For example:


To specify that one header record be written per document, attach the Header file/format
to the SE segment.



To produce multiple sub-detail ship-to records for every item in a document, attach the
Sub-detail file/format to the SDQ segment.

You can also specify that a detail record be produced for every occurrence of the PO1 loop by
attaching the Detail file/format to the PO1 segment.
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To produce a detail record for every item in a document:
1.

Press [F3] until you return to the Select message class function panel.

2.

Type 2 in the Opt field for the Segment map; element map function and press [Enter].
The Work with message class segment map panel is displayed.

3.

Locate the PO1 segment and type F in its Opt field:

4.

Press [Enter].
A blank Work with segment map file/format panel is displayed.

5.

Type ? in the Application file field, then press [Enter].
The Select msg cls a-f format selector panel is displayed with the application files that can be
written to.
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6.

Type 1 in the Opt field for the TUTOR_ORDT (Order detail) file:

7.

Press [Enter].
The selected file and format names are automatically entered into the appropriate fields of the
Work with segment map file/format panel:
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8.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.

9.

Press [F3] to return to the Work with message class segment map panel.
Locate the PO1 segment:

Note that an asterisk (*) is placed in the FQ field for the PO1 segment. The asterisk indicates
that at least one format will be written on each occurrence of this segment within an incoming
document that is translated using this message class.
If you are using the tutorial to create a message class that you can test, use the same procedure
to attach the two remaining file/formats to their respective segments: Name/Address to N1, and
Header to SE.
If you are not interested in creating a message class that you can test, you’re done with the
exercise for attaching file/formats to segments.
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Changing Application Files, File Sets, and Message Classes
With Cleo EEI, you can easily make changes to your application files, file sets, and message
classes. In general, you follow the same path through the system panels that you follow when you
create your mapping. However, instead of defining everything from the beginning, you simply
make the changes that you want. All other previously defined data remains unchanged.
At this point, you have defined incoming mapping to handle purchase orders that the sample
trading partner will send to you. You now need to define outgoing mapping so that you can send
invoices to the trading partner. As you will see in the next chapter, the process for defining
outgoing mapping is similar to that for defining incoming mapping, with a few exceptions.
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Overview
The process for defining outgoing mapping is very similar to that for defining incoming mapping.
As with incoming mapping, you must perform the following steps:


Retrieve application file information



Create an application file set



Create a message class



Select segments and elements, and customize them as required



Define mapping between application file fields and elements



Specify when a format is to be read

For outgoing mapping, there are a few additional tasks that you must perform, including:
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Building an application file set envelope map. The “envelope map” provides the pointers
into an application file for defining the trading partner, document, and message class for
which the outgoing data are created.



Specifying the format sequence. (This step pertains to the application file set.) For an
outgoing transmission, you need to specify how the system is to key outgoing files when
you create your application file set. This is because the data for outgoing documents
usually come from a number of files (in our tutorial, for example, four files are used).
The format sequence specifies the sequence in which Cleo EEI will read these files.
Note that this step is not required when using a multi-format logical file for outbound
translation.



Specifying file format level indicators. (This step pertains to the message class for
outgoing mapping.) Files in an application file set are presented to Cleo EEI’s mapper
alphabetically, which may not be the sequence in which they are to appear in an
outgoing document. You must therefore indicate the sequence for the files so that data
will appear in the correct order in the document.
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In addition, there are other tasks you can perform when defining outgoing mapping, including:


Defining and using message class constants. You may want to include information in
your EDI transmissions, such as the name of your company, which does not come from
your application files. You can create a message class constant, such as your company’s
name, and then specify that constant in your outgoing mapping.



Special processing. For some segments, such as the ST and SE document envelope
segments, you can have the system automatically generate values for elements within
those segments using “special processing” codes.

In this chapter, you will apply the information you learned in Chapter 2 to define outgoing
mapping for sending invoices to the sample trading partner. In addition, you will learn how to
perform the tasks that are specific to outgoing mapping.
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Retrieving Application File Information for Outgoing Translation
When you defined your incoming message class in Chapter 2, you identified the application data
files into which incoming data will be written. For outgoing mapping, you must also identify
application files. However, in this case you identify the application from which outgoing data will
be read.
Following the same general procedure included under “Retrieving Application File Information” in
Chapter 2, retrieve the following files from the EXT_TUTOR library:
File Name

Description

TUTOR_INAD

Invoice name and address

TUTOR_INDT

Invoice detail

TUTOR_INHD

Invoice header

TUTOR_INNT

Invoice notes

When you are finished, proceed to the next section to create an application file set.

Creating an Application File Set for Outgoing Translation
As mentioned in Chapter 2, application file sets enable you to group all the files, formats, and
field descriptions required for your message class into one group. You then simply associate the
message class set with your application file set, rather than each individual file.
Use the procedure described under “Creating an Application File Set” in Chapter 2 to create a file
set named TUTOR_INV, and then add the files that you just retrieved to the new set.
When you are finished, proceed to the next section to learn how to create application file set
envelope maps for outgoing translation.
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Building Application File Set Envelope Maps
When generating outgoing documents, Cleo EEI needs four pieces of information:


The trading partner ID



The group type



The document type



The message class

While you can code this information in your application files, doing so restricts the use of those
application files to the trading partner, group type, document type, and message class specified in
the files. This is not practical if you intend to use the same application files for a variety of trading
partners and document types using different message classes.
Instead of including the appropriate codes in your application files, you can create an envelope
map that generates the codes based on specified data input. Typically, the data input comes from
your application. For example, you can create an envelope map based on a customer number in
your application files. This way, whenever the translator encounters a customer number, it
determines from the envelope map which trading partner the document is intended for and how the
document is to be translated. This setup enables you to include multiple document types going to
multiple trading partners within a single application file set.
In some cases, such as when you are attempting to link a customer field in your application file to a
trading partner defined in Cleo EEI, your field values do not match the codes defined in Cleo EEI.
In such cases, you may create conversion tables that translate your field values to the appropriate
codes. For the tutorial, two code tables have been supplied, which you will use as you create an
envelope map using the following procedure.
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To create an envelope map for the sample outgoing message class:
1.

From the Work with application file set panel, type 8 in the Opt field for the TUTOR_INV
application file set, and then press [Enter].
A blank Work with ap file set envelope format panel is displayed.

2.

Type ? in the File name, Format name, Msg area, and Fmt ocr fields:

3.

Press [Enter].
Selector panels are displayed for each of the four fields. In each selector panel, type 1 in the
Opt field for the indicated entry and then press [Enter] to select the appropriate value
according to the following:
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In the Message area list selector panel: H to specify the First section:



In the Format occurrence code list selector panel: M to specify that the format
occurs Once per message (you may need to [PageDown]):
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In the Select appl file set mbr selector panel: TUTOR_INHD to specify the Invoice
header file:



In the Select ap-file rcd format selector panel: @OHDPP to specify the Invoice
header format:

When you are finished, the Work with ap file set envelope format panel is redisplayed.
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4.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
The panel becomes blank.

5.

Press [F9].

6.

Type 5 in the Opt field for the TUTOR_INHD file name, and then press [Enter].
A blank Work with ap file set envelope field panel is displayed.

7.

Type values in the Map seq, Map code, and Field name fields (as illustrated on the next
page). These fields have the following meanings:
Field

Description

Map seq

A number representing the sequence in which the various mappings of a
single field are performed during translation

Map code

Indicates either (1) that a change in the data contents of the field will
trigger the creation of a new transaction set, group, or interchange
envelope, or (2) that the value from the field is to be mapped to a control
field or envelope element.
The most commonly used map codes are:
G

Group code. Defines the functional group being created.

M Message ID. Defines the document being created.
T

Trading partner. Defines which field will contain the trading partner
ID.

C

Message class. Defines which field will contain the map name.

E

Envelope. Indicates that the value from the field is to be mapped to
an envelope element.

Note: If map codes G, M, T, and C are not specified here, they must be
specified at run time.
Field name
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The name of the field in your application file set that is being included in
the envelope map
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8.

Press [Enter].
The Change file set envelope field details panel is displayed for the first field in the sequence
(OHSOLD).
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9.

To define the T (Map to trading partner) map code for the OHSOLD field, type:


S in the Field manipulation code field to use a substring of the data in the field
Note: Substringing allows you to use only the portion of a
field that you need. For example: a retail trading
partner has multiple stores, and each store is
identified by a unique customer number within
your database, except for the first five characters,
which are common (that is, they identify the
company). For the envelope map, however, you do
not need to know each individual store – only the
trading partner. You can therefore use a substring
that maps the first five characters only.



1 and 5, respectively, in the Data offset/length fields



O (Outward translation) in the Code trans directions field – this is required because
the value in the OHSOLD field doesn’t match the trading partner code, and therefore
must be converted
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10. Press [Enter].
When you specify Outward translation, additional fields are displayed allowing you to specify
a code table to use.
11. In the Code table reference field, type CST_TPCD (which is the code table supplied by
Cleo for translating field values to trading partner codes).
12. Press [Enter].
The Change file set envelope field details panel is displayed for you to enter details that
define the C (Map to message class) map code for the OHSOLD field.
13. Type the following values:


S in the Field manipulation code field to use a substring of the data in the field



1 and 5, respectively, in the Data offset and length fields



O (Outward translation) in the Code trans directions field

14. Press [Enter].
When you specify Outward translation, additional fields are displayed allowing you to specify
a code table to use.
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15. In the Code table reference field, type CST_810MC (this code table specifies the message
class to use for translation):

16. Press [Enter].
The Change file set envelope field details panel is displayed for you to enter details that
define the E (Map to envelope/log flds) map code for the OHMSLN field.
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17. In the Field data destination field, type M5:

M5 indicates that the value in this field is to be placed in Message log reference #1. This is
used to tie a reference number, such as an invoice number, to document details for audit
viewing.
Note: EXTOL provides three message log reference fields (1,
2, and 3) that may be used the same as defined in the
previous example. Codes M5, M6, and M7 are used,
respectively, to map to these message log reference
fields.
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18. Press [Enter] twice to return to the Work with ap file set envelope field panel:

19. Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
20. Press [F3] to return to the Work with ap file set envelope format panel.
21. Press [F3] again to return to the Work with application file set panel.
At this point, you have defined the envelope map to use with your outgoing file set. Proceed to the
next section to learn how to specify the file/formats sequence to use for outgoing translation.
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Specifying the Format Sequence
The data for outgoing documents usually comes from a number of files. In the scenario used for
the tutorial, four files are used:


A header file (TUTOR_INHD), which has one record per invoice



A header note file (TUTOR_INNT), which can have multiple records for each invoice
header record



A detail file (TUTOR_INDT), which can have multiple records for each invoice header
record



An address file (TUTOR_INAD), which can have multiple records for each invoice
header record

For outgoing translation, you need to specify the sequence in which Cleo EEI will read these
files. You do this by specifying the format sequence.
There are a number of considerations for determining the sequence in which files will be read. You
typically want the header file to be read before all the other files. Note, however, that the
segments of a document can also determine the order in which files are read. For example,
although “header allowances” are typically header information, the segment for which they appear
occurs at the end of a document. Therefore, a “header allowances” file, if included in the
application file set, would be assigned a position at or towards the bottom of the sequence, rather
than near the top with the other header information and files.
Note that the files themselves need not be keyed, but they must contain fields that can be used as
keys (that is, fields that show the relationship among records in the files).
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To specify the format sequence:
1.

In the Work with application file set panel, type S in the Opt field for the TUTOR_INV file
set, then press [Enter].
A blank Work with file set format sequence panel is displayed.

2.

In the Seq, File name, and Format fields, complete the panel as in this table:
SEQ

File name

Format

1

TUTOR_INHD

?

2

TUTOR_INNT

?

3

TUTOR_INAD

?

4

TUTOR_INDT

?

Note: If you didn’t know the names of the files, you could
have entered a ? in a File name field – or, move the
cursor there, press [F4], and then press [Enter] – to
display a list of files from which to choose.
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3.

Press [Enter].
Because you typed ? in all four Format fields, the Select ap-file rec format selector panel is
displayed for each of the four files for you to select the format to use.

4.

In each selector panel, type 1 in the Opt field for the only format displayed, then press
[Enter].
When you are finished, the Work with file set format sequence panel is redisplayed:

5.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
The Work with file set format sequence panel becomes blank again.

At this point, you have specified the sequence in which files are to be read during outgoing data
analysis and translation. To enable the files to be read in this sequence, the fields that are to be
used as key fields must be specified.
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To select the key format for each file:
1.

In the Work with file set format sequence panel, press [F9] to display the list of files in the
file set.

2.

For each of the four files, perform the following steps:
a.

Type 5 in its Opt field, and then press [Enter].
A blank Work with file set keys for one format panel is displayed:
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b.

Complete the panel for each file according to this table:
File

Key

Key

Field

Description

position

dir

name

(not entered)

TUTOR_INHD

1.0

A

OHMSLN

Invoice number

TUTOR_INNT

1.0

A

AXMSLN

Invoice number

2.0

A

AXHNTL

Header note line number

1.0

A

AJMSLN

Invoice number

2.0

A

*NONE

3.0

A

AJHNLN

Address line number

1.0

A

ODMSLN

Invoice number

2.0

A

*NONE

3.0

A

*NONE

4.0

A

ODORLN

TUTOR_INAD

TUTOR_INDT

Detail order line number

c.

Press [Enter].

d.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.

e.

Press [F3] to return to the Work with file set format sequence panel.
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Note: The primary key, found in all four files, is the Invoice
number. This provides the links to each individual file
in the file set.
The *NONE keys are required to specify the correct
hierarchical relationship among the files. In the
previous example, the *NONE keys are necessary to
ensure that the correct key structures are used for
record selection.

The *NONE keys enable you to specify that the system
read the records in the following sequence: the header
record, all note records for this header, all address
records for this header, all details for this header …
then, starting again with the next header record, and
so on.
3.

When you are finished selecting the key formats for your files, press [F3] until you return to
the Cleo EEI Main Menu.

At this point, you have retrieved your application files, created an application file set, and added
your retrieved files to the set. In addition, you have performed the outgoing translation-specific
tasks of creating an application file set envelope map and specifying the format sequence for your
files.
You are now ready to create a message class that will map the data in your application file set to
the EDI standards required to send invoices to the sample trading partner.
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Creating an Outgoing Message Class
As with the incoming mapping you defined in Chapter 2, you need to create a message class that
defines the mapping between your application files and the EDI standard elements required to send
documents to your trading partner. Recall that the general process for creating message classes
involves the following steps:


Specify general components for the message class, including a message ID (that is, the
document type of 810 Invoice, in this case) and a user-defined message class name, the
direction code (send, receive, or both), the EDI standard to be used, and the application
file set



Select the segments and elements that are to be used



Define the mapping between the selected elements and their corresponding application
file fields

Included in Appendix A is documentation for the outgoing invoice to be sent to the sample trading
partner described in Chapter 1. Refer to the procedures described under “Creating a Message
Class” in Chapter 2, then follow these procedures to define an outgoing message class named
TUTOR_OUT according to the sample invoice trading partner documentation.
Keep the following in mind as you create the new message class:


The Message ID for this message class is 810



The Direction code for this message class is S (for send)
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1.

Complete the Change message class details panel as in this table:
Field

Input

Message class description

Tutorial Invoices

Direction Code

S

Message class status

D

Standard class code

X

Industry Group

X

Version release

004020

Application file set

TUTOR_INV

2.

Press [Enter].

3.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.

4.

Press [F9].

Before you select segments and elements to use for the message class, you need to specify the
sequence of the application files so that they will be read in the proper order. The next section
describes how to specify the sequence using file format level indicators.
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Specifying File Format Level Indicators
Recall that when you define an application file set to use for outgoing documents, you must specify
the key sequence of the files included in the application file set. This key sequence is the same for
all message classes that use that file set. However, it is not required that all file formats available
in an application file set be used in a message class. For this reason, you must also specify file
format level indicators to indicate the sequence in which files will be read when using a particular
message class.
The sequence you define for a message class is not arbitrary – it must match the general sequence
defined for the application file set (that is, if a file is specified in the last position in the file set
sequence, you cannot place it in the first position of the sequence defined for the message class).
Note, however, that file format level indicators have a quasi-inverse relationship to the format
sequence defined for an application file set – the application file set format sequence is listed in
ascending order, starting with 1, while format level indicators are listed in descending order,
starting with 99.
As a result, format sequence 1 is format level 99, format sequence 2 is format level 98, and so on.
If a file in the application file set is not to be included in a message class, the next file in the
application set format sequence is moved up one position in the format level sequence.
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To specify file format level indicators:
1.

From the Work with message class panel, type 8 in the Opt field for the 810 TUTOR_OUT
message class:

2.

Press [Enter].
The Select message class function panel is displayed.
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3.

Type 2 in the Opt field for the Message class application file formats/fields function, and
then press [Enter].
The Work with msg class appl file format panel is displayed:

Notice the message at the bottom of the panel indicating that a Level test is required on all
formats used in a “send” message class.
4.

In the Level field for each file listed, type the sequence.
Note, however, that you enter the sequence in descending order, starting with 99.
In other words, to match the format levels with the format sequence you specified earlier for
the application file set, type the following levels:
Level
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097

TUTOR_INAD

096

TUTOR_INDT

099

TUTOR_INHD

098

TUTOR_INNT
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5.

Press [Enter].

6.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
The formats are automatically reordered according to the level indicators.

7.

To refresh the panel and see this reordering, press [F5]:

8.

Press [F3] to return to the Select message class function panel.

You are now ready to select the segments and elements to use in your outgoing message class.
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Selecting Segments and Elements
After you specify file format level indicators, refer to the procedures under “Selecting Segments
and Customizing the Segment Map” in Chapter 2 to specify the segments for your outgoing
message class according to the sample invoice trading partner documentation:
1.

Specify the number of occurrences for each segment to be added to this message class.
Referring to the sample trading partner document in the Appendix A for the segments to be
specified (see the ACME 810 Invoice segment table), you should specify:

2.



N for the NTE, N1, and IT1 segments, because more than 1 record may be sent for
each of these (these segments are read from the outgoing application files)



1 for the ITD segment, because only 1 type of ITD data will be sent



3 for the DTM segment, because up to 3 different types of DTM data might be sent



1 for the CTT segment to accumulate Transaction Totals

Define the N2, N3, and N4 loop segments (in the N1 loop), and the PO4 loop segment (in the
IT1 loop), as specified in the sample trading partner documentation.
The other segments are already specified as mandatory.

Note: Although you can customize the outgoing message
class as discussed in Chapter 2, for the purposes of
this tutorial we will assume that the message class
requires no customization.
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When you are finished, the Work with message class segment map panels should appear as:
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3.

When you are finished specifying the segments and loops, select the elements for each
segment in the outgoing message class. Refer to “Selecting Elements” in Chapter 2 and
the sample trading partner documentation in Appendix A.

4.

When you are finished selecting elements for the segments in the outgoing message class,
define the mapping between your elements and your application file fields by referring to
the procedures described under “Mapping Elements to Application File Fields” in
Chapter 2.
Note: To verify that your entries are correct, you can print
the message class and compare it to the sample
trading partner document. To print the message class,
type 6 in the Opt field for the 810 TUTOR_OUT
message class in the Work with message class panel,
then press [Enter].

After you select the segments and elements for your message class and map the elements to
application file fields, proceed to the following sections to learn how to create and use message
class constants and special processing to define data to be included in your element maps.
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Using Message Class Constants
You can use message class constants to include data in your mapping that does not come from your
application files. Cleo EEI allows you to include constants of up-to-five characters directly in your
message classes. You can also include constants that exceed five characters. You can include your
company name, a department name, or any other data that you define as a constant. For the sample
trading partner, we will define a message class constant called “My Organization”. Later, we will
specify how the constant is used in the outgoing message class.
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To define a message class constant:
1.

Return to the Select message class function panel, then type 2 in the Opt field for the
Constants function and press [Enter].
A blank Edit message class constants panel is displayed.

2.

3.

Type the following:


In the Opt field, type L to enable Cleo EEI to automatically calculate the length
of the constant



In the Key field, type NAME (the key name must be unique within the current
message class; however, the same key name can be used for other message classes)



In the Constant data field, type My Organization

Press [Enter] to calculate the constant length.
The Length field now displays the calculated constant length:

4.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.

5.

Press [F3] to return to the Select message class function panel.
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To use the constant in your message class:
1.

Type 2 in the Opt field for the Segment map; element map function, and then press [Enter].
The Work with message class segment map panel is displayed.

2.

Type 5 in the Opt field for the N1 segment, then press [Enter].
The Work with element map for one segment panel is displayed for the N1 segment.

3.

Type 2 in the Opt field for the Name element (N102), then press [Enter].
The Message class element map details 1 panel is displayed.

4.

In the Element data source/dest field, type ?C and press [Enter] to display the Data source
list selector panel, listing data sources that start with the letter “C”.

5.

Type 1 in the Opt field for the C0 entry (to select a constant from the constant file), and then
press [Enter].
Additional fields are added to the Message class element map details 1 panel allowing you to
specify the constant to use.
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6.

Type ? in the Constant Key field, and then press [Enter].
The Select message class cons selector panel is displayed, listing the message classes on your
system for which constants have been defined.

7.

Type 1 in the Opt field for the 810 TUTOR_OUT message class (you may have to
[PageDown] to see it):
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8.

Press [Enter].
The Constant key, Constant length, and other constant fields are automatically filled with the
values for the constant (My Organization):

9.

Press [Enter].
The Work with element map for one segment panel is displayed again.

10. Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
11. Press [F3] to return to the Work with message class segment map panel.
By using a constant, you are able to specify the exact value that gets placed into a particular
element. In some cases, however, you can use a special process that enables Cleo EEI to
determine the data to be placed in an element. The procedure for specifying a special process is
similar to that for using a message class constant, as you will see in the next section.
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Special Processes and Considerations for Outgoing Translation
For some segments, you can have the system automatically generate values for elements within
those segments using special processing. For example, the end segment of a message includes an
element that specifies the number of segments included in the message. However, most
applications do not calculate nor store this information, and therefore do not pass this information
on with outgoing documents. With Cleo EEI, however, you can use special processing to
determine the number of segments automatically.
To use special processing to calculate the number of segments in a message:
1.

In the Work with message class segment map panel, type 5 in the Opt field for the SE
(Transaction Set Trailer) segment and press [Enter].
The Work with element map for one segment panel is displayed for the SE segment.

2.

Type 2 in the Opt field for the Number of Included Segments element (SE01), and then
press [Enter].
The Message class element map details 1 panel is displayed.

3.

In the Element data source/dest field, type ?S and press [Enter] to display the Data source
list selector panel, listing data sources that start with the letter “S”:
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4.

Type 1 in the Opt field for the S0 entry (to specify that a Special process is to be used), and
then press [Enter].
The Element data source/dest field is updated to indicate that a Special process will be used to
calculate this field:

5.

Press [Enter] to return to the Work with element map for one segment panel.

6.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.

7.

Press [F3] to return to the Work with message class segment map panel.

8.

Press [F3] to return to the Select message class function panel.
Note: Special processing can be used to calculate the values for
the following elements: ST01, ST02, CTT01, HL01, HL02,
SE01, and SE02.
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Specifying Segment Map File/Formats for Outgoing Translation
When you defined an incoming message class in Chapter 2, you specified when format records are
to be written to your application files as documents are received. For outgoing translation, you
must indicate when formats are to be read from your application files. The procedure for
specifying when formats are to be read is similar to that for specifying when they are to be written.
To specify that the header format be read before any segments are built, in the tutorial you will
attach the Header file/format to the ST (Transaction Set Header) segment – as opposed to the SE
(Trailer Segment) for incoming documents.
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To specify that one header record is read per document:
1.

Type 2 in the Opt field for the Segment map; element map function, and then press [Enter].
The Work with message class segment map panel is displayed.

2.

Type F in the Opt field for the ST segment, and then press [Enter].
The Work with segment map file/format panel is displayed.

3.

Type the Application file name (TUTOR_INHD) and Record format name (@OHDPP):

4.

Press [Enter].

5.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.

6.

Press [F3] until the Cleo EEI Main Menu is displayed.
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If you are using the tutorial to create an outgoing message class that you can test, use the
same procedure to attach the three remaining file/formats (Note to NTE, Name/Address to N1, and
Detail to IT1) to their respective segments.
If you are not interested in creating an outgoing message class that you can test, you’re done
with the exercise for attaching file/formats to segments.
At this point, you have completed the outgoing mapping necessary to send invoices to the sample
trading partner. However, up to this point you have not yet identified the trading partner. Go on to
Chapter 4 to learn how to define the sample trading partner and to associate your incoming and
outgoing message classes with that partner.
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Overview
In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, you defined the incoming and outgoing mapping, respectively,
required to exchange documents with a trading partner. In this chapter, you will learn how to
define the sample trading partner in Cleo EEI, then associate the message classes that you created
with the new trading partner.
Cleo EEI requires you to define trading partner information so that it can determine who is
sending documents, where documents are to be sent, and how those documents are to be
translated to and from EDI standard format.
As with the mapping defined for trading partner relationships, much of the information required
will be supplied by your trading partners. Other information, such as EDI identification and the
names of the message classes to associate with each trading partner, comes from you.
This chapter walks you through the basic steps for setting up a trading partner, including:
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Defining the trading partner. You must identify information about the trading partner
that Cleo EEI will use when exchanging documents with that trading partner.



Defining trading partner groups. You must define a trading partner group for each
functional group required for that trading partner. Recall from Chapter 1 that a
functional group refers to a grouping of documents of the same type. For the tutorial,
there are two functional groups: one for purchase orders (PO) and one for invoices (IN).
So, you must define two trading partner groups, one for each of these functional groups.



Specifying trading partner message classes. For each trading partner group that you
define, you must associate a message class to use when sending or receiving documents.
This way, when a document is received from a trading partner, Cleo EEI will (1) identify
the trading partner and group (which indicates the type of document, or transaction set,
being received) and then, based on this information, (2) translate the data and place it in
the correct application files according to the message class. When you send a document,
Cleo EEI will use the trading partner and group to identify the message class required to
translate your document into the appropriate EDI standard format before sending to the
trading partner.



Specifying trading partner message class overrides. In some cases, such as when testing
exchanges with a new trading partner, you might want to write incoming data to
application files other than those specified in your message class definitions, or to a
library different than the one specified in the translation job description. You might also
want to specify that a command or program be executed either before or after the system
opens the application file set for a specified trading partner message class.
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When you send or receive an EDI transmission, Cleo EEI relies on information that you supply to
determine who is sending documents, or to whom documents are to be sent. Some of the
information you supply about a trading partner is common to all documents exchanged with that
partner, while other information pertains to particular message classes.
The following table lists the data that you will define for the sample trading partner:
Trading Partner

TUTOR

Trading Partner Name

Tutorial trading partner

Authorization Qualifier

00

ISA01

Authorization Information

(blank)

ISA02

Security Qualifier

00

ISA03

Security Information

(blank)

ISA04

Sender ID Qualifier

12

ISA05

Sender ID

123456789

ISA06 (BG01 or BG03)

Receiver ID Qualifier

12

ISA07

Receiver ID

987654321

ISA08 (BG02 or BG04)

Interchange Standard ID

U

ISA11

Interchange Standard Version

00400

ISA12

Interchange Ack Requested

0

ISA14

Test Indicator

T

ISA15

Segment Delimiter (hex)

15

Element Delimiter (hex)

2F

Subelement Delimiter (hex)

6E

ISA16

Application Sender ID

123456789

GS02

Application Receiver ID

987654321

GS03

Controlling Agency, Standard
Class, & Industry Group

X

GS07

Standards Version

004020

GS08, positions 1 to 6

Industry Group ID

(blank)

GS08 extension, positions 1 to 6

Envelope class

X12200
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Note: At this level, the trading partner is always the sender.
The direction changes at the message class level.
Elements ISA09, ISA10, ISA13, GS01, GS04, GS05,
and GS06 are system-generated values and are not
included in the previous table.
To define the sample trading partner:
1.

From the Cleo EEI Main Menu, type 4 and press [Enter] to select Trading Partners
and Networks.
The Trading Partners and Networks Menu is displayed:

2.

Type 1 and press [Enter] to select Work with trading partners.
The Work with trading partners panel is displayed, listing the trading partners that have
already been defined on your system.

3.

Press [F9] to create a new trading partner.
The Work with trading partners panel becomes blank.
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4.

In the TP Code field, type the code for the trading partner (TUTOR):

5.

Press [Enter].
The Trading partner details 1 panel is displayed.
Note: Default values may be present in this panel; they are
retrieved from the *ALL partner.
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6.

Referring to the table on page 4-3, enter information in the panel for the new trading partner.
When you are finished, the panel should appear as below:

7.

Press [Enter].
The Trading partner details 2 panel is displayed. It is used to define the trading partner
defaults for the sending and receiving of acknowledgments, the interchange control number
(ISA13), and the network and control script to be used for sending data.
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8.

Complete the panel as below:
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9.

Press [Enter].
The Work with trading partners panel is redisplayed:

10. Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
11. Press [F9] to change from Create to Change mode.
The Work with trading partners panel now lists the new trading partner you just created
(you may have to [PageDown] to find it).
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After you define your trading partner, you need to define the trading partner groups for that
partner. As mentioned earlier, trading partner groups are required when using ASC X12 standards.
The trading partner groups that you define depend on the functional groups that are required for a
trading partner. The functional groups are based on the types of documents that will be exchanged
with that trading partner. For the tutorial, there are two functional groups: one for purchase orders
and another for invoices. You therefore must define two trading partner groups for your new
trading partner.
To define trading partner groups:
1.

In the Work with trading partners panel, type 5 in the Opt field for the TUTOR trading
partner, and then press [Enter].
A blank Trading partner functional groups panel is displayed.

2.

In the first two Group code fields, type ?:

3.

Press [Enter].
The Group code list selector panel (for the first of the two ?s you typed) is displayed, listing
the group codes that you can specify.
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4.

In the positioner field at the top of the Group code list panel, type IN, then press [Enter].
The list of group codes advances to the first code that begins with the letters “IN”.

5.

Type 1 in the Opt field for the value IN (for X12 Invoice):
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6.

Press [Enter].
The Trading partner group details panel is displayed:

7.

In the Direction code field, type S (to indicate that invoices will be sent to this trading
partner).
Note: When you define a trading partner group for sending
documents, you must also indicate how to format
group control reference number elements when
documents are sent, and the method used to generate
them.
Group control reference number elements are used to
track the exchange of documents for auditing purposes
at the functional group level. This control number is
transmitted to the GS06 element.
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8.

In the Group control ref format gen and Group control ref method gen fields, type ?:

9.

Press [Enter].
The Control reference format list selector panel, listing the codes available for the group
control reference format, appears.
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10. Type 1 in the Opt field for the value X (to specify that the group control reference element be
formatted using nine digits with leading zeros):

11. Press [Enter].
The Control reference method list selector panel is displayed, allowing you to specify the
method to be used when generating the group control reference elements.
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12. Type 1 in the Opt field for the value I (to indicate that group control reference elements be
generated by incrementing the previous reference):

13. Press [Enter].
14. Press [Enter] to again display the Group code list selector panel (for the second of the two ?s
you typed).
15. In the positioner field, type PO, then press [Enter].
The list advances to the PO code (X12 Purchase Order).
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16. Type 1 in the Opt field for the value PO:

17. Press [Enter].
The Trading partner group details panel displays.
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18. Type the following:


In the Direction code field, type R



In the Group control ref format test field, type X



In the Group control ref method test field, type I

Note: In this case, you are selecting to test rather than to
generate control numbers.
For outgoing documents, control numbers must be
generated, which you specified when you performed steps
7 through 13.
For incoming documents, however, control numbers are
generated by the trading partner. You therefore must test
the incoming documents for duplicates.
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19. Press [Enter].
The Trading partner functional groups panel is displayed.
20. Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
The Trading partner functional groups panel becomes blank.
21. Press [F9] to display the new groups again.

After you create the new trading partner groups, you can specify the message classes to be
associated with each group. Proceed to the next section to learn how to associate your new trading
partner groups with the message classes you defined in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.
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Specifying Trading Partner Message Classes
For each trading partner group that you define, you assign at least one message class to use for that
group. When Cleo EEI receives an incoming document from your trading partner, it first searches
the data to identify the trading partner and functional group, as well as the document and version
of the EDI standards. Using this information, Cleo EEI locates the appropriate trading partner
group, which points to the message class required to translate the document from EDI standards to
a format that can be used by your application files.
When you send documents, Cleo EEI performs a similar “opposite” function; it translates the data
from your application files into EDI standard format according to the appropriate message class.
Note that you are not limited to one message class per trading partner, thus allowing you to process
data differently for one message class than another. For example, if the trading partner will be
sending some 850 documents that have SDQ segments and some that don’t, you would want two
850 message classes for this partner to handle both possible conditions.
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To assign your incoming message class to the PO trading partner group:
1.

In the Trading partner functional groups panel, type 5 in the Opt field for the PO group:

2.

Press [Enter].
A blank Work with message classes for one TP group panel is displayed.
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3.

In the Msg ID field, type ? and press [Enter].
The Select message class selector panel, listing the available message classes, is displayed.

4.

Type 1 in the Opt field for the incoming message class (850 TUTOR_MAP):
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5.

Press [Enter].
The Trading partner msg cls details 1 panel is displayed:

The values in this panel are used as overrides to values identified at the trading partner level.
These overrides only pertain to the CURRENT message class. For incoming data, usually no
overrides are necessary unless, for example, there is a version change that must take effect
immediately (for example: the version can be overridden at the trading partner message class
level). For the purpose of this tutorial, we will not specify any overrides.
6.

Press [Enter].
The Trading partner message class details 2 panel is displayed.

7.

Press [Enter].
The Work with message classes for one TP group panel is displayed.

8.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.

9.

Press [F3] to return to the Trading partner functional groups panel.
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To assign your outgoing message class to the IN trading partner group:
1.

In the Trading partner functional groups panel, type 5 in the Opt field for the IN group,
then press [Enter].
A blank Work with message classes for one TP group panel is displayed.

2.

In the Msg ID field, type ?, then press [Enter].
The Select message class selector panel, listing the available message classes, is displayed.

3.

Type 1 in the Opt field for the outgoing message class (810 TUTOR_OUT):

4.

Press [Enter].
The Trading partner msg cls details 1 panel is displayed.
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5.

Make sure the panel appears as below:

Note: By default, when you select an outgoing trading partner
message class, the system automatically reverses the
order of the sender and receiver IDs of the trading partner.
This is because at the trading partner level, your trading
partner is considered the Sender.
If you are sending, the IDs must be reversed (overridden)
so that your ID is the Sender’s and your trading partner’s
ID is the Receiver’s.
6.

Press [Enter].
The Trading partner message class details 2 panel is displayed.

7.

Press [Enter].
The Work with message classes for one TP group panel is displayed.

7.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.

8.

Press [F3] to return to the Trading partner functional groups panel.

When you are finished, proceed to the next section to learn how you can specify trading partner
message class overrides.
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Specifying Trading Partner Message Class Overrides
When processing incoming data, Cleo EEI includes a facility for specifying commands to be
executed during translation of data for a specific trading partner message class. This allows you to
send data to application files other than those specified in your message class definitions. For
example, when dealing with a new trading partner, you might want to use a test library before
performing production document exchanges.
You can also specify that any other command or program be executed either before or after the
system opens the application file set for a specified trading partner message class. For example,
there might be 10 service representatives, each with a specific group of trading partners with which
s/he deals. Using trading partner message class overrides, you can specify that a message (perhaps
indicating that the documents have been translated) be sent to the appropriate representative.
To specify a test library for testing incoming purchase orders:
1.

In the Trading partner functional groups panel, type 5 in the Opt field for the PO group
and press [Enter].
The Work with message classes for one TP group panel is displayed, listing the only
message class (850 TUTOR_MAP) associated with the group:

2.

Type 8 in the Opt field for the 850 TUTOR_MAP message class and press [Enter].
A blank Work with trading pnr msg class overrides panel is displayed.
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3.

Type the values as shown below:

A description of these fields:
S/R

Send, receive, or both. For incoming purchase orders, this value is
R (only R is valid for override commands).

Ovr seq

The override sequence, which represents the order in which
commands are to be executed. Sequence numbers ranging from
000 through 499 are executed prior to opening the appropriate
application interface file. Numbers from 500 to 999 are executed
after closing the interface file.

Mapped file name

The name of the application file being affected by the override.

Cmd type

A code indicating the type of command. In the case of your
incoming purchase order, command type O causes the formation
and execution of an OVRDBF command, allowing the library, file,
and/or member names of the application interface file to be
specified for this trading partner message class. Command type F
causes the execution of a free-form command string.

Override to library

The actual library in which the application file is to be found. For
testing purposes, you can specify a library other than the
“production” library, then delete the override after testing.
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4.

Press [Enter].

5.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
The Work with trading pnr msg class overrides panel becomes blank.

6.

Press [F9] to change from Create to Change mode.
The new overrides are displayed.

To specify that messages be sent after purchase orders are translated:
1.

For the 501 override, type F in the Cmd type field.

2.

Type 2 in its Opt field.

3.

Press [Enter].
The Trading partner msg class override detail panel is displayed.

4.

In the Override command string field, type SNDMSG:

5.

Press [F4] to prompt for input to the SNDMSG command.
The Send Message panel is displayed.
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6.

In the Message text field, type Incoming purchase orders have been translated!.

7.

In the To User profile field, type EDIUSER.

8.

Press [Enter].
The Trading partner msg class override detail panel is displayed again, with the new
override command string:

9.

Press [Enter] to return to the Work with trading pnr msg class overrides panel.

10. Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
11. Press [F3] to return to the Work with message classes for one TP group panel.
12. Press [F3] until you return to the Cleo EEI Main Menu.
At this point, you have defined the incoming and outgoing message classes required to translate
documents exchanged with the tutorial trading partner, and you have defined the trading partner
information required for those exchanges to occur. In the next chapter, you will learn how to test
your incoming and outgoing message classes.
Before proceeding to Chapter 5, and just to test what you have defined so far, refer to the
instructions on page 4-27 to display the Work with trading pnr msg class overrides panel. Delete
the overrides on the files that point to TESTLIB. The application files are in the
EXT_TUTOR library, which will be in your library list when you test the incoming message class;
TESTLIB may not be in your library list.
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Overview
In the preceding chapters, you defined the incoming and outgoing message classes required to
translate documents exchanged with the tutorial trading partner. You also defined the trading
partner information required for those exchanges to occur. In this chapter, you will learn how to
translate incoming and outgoing documents and, in doing so, test your message classes and trading
partner information to see if they are correctly defined.
Translation of incoming and outgoing documents is performed using Cleo EEI’s Mailroom. In
the Mailroom, incoming “mail” is received, sorted, and organized according to its intended
destination. Outgoing “mail” is packaged, labeled, and prepared for shipment.
Note: To help you become familiar with how EXTOL EEI
Mailroom works, this chapter demonstrates how to
manually receive, handle, and transmit data.
However, these steps are typically performed
automatically through program calls in CL programs.
You will perform these steps manually again only if
errors occur or processes have yet to be automated.
The system maintains a log record for each of the following:


Network connection



Interchange within a connection



Functional group within an interchange



Message within a functional group

In addition, each of these levels has its own message queue, which contains information pertaining
to processing details and/or error messages.
Translation may be selected at any of the levels maintained in the log records. This means that you
can translate an entire incoming connection, or individual interchanges, functional groups, or
messages.
A log record is also maintained for each batch of application data. Application data is created by
the system during translation of data received from trading partners, or acquired by the system in
preparation for sending to a trading partner. The log records are especially useful for
troubleshooting errors, should they occur.
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During this chapter, you will re-unwrap and translate a sample incoming document (a purchase
order) that has been shipped to you with (for demonstration purposes) an unwrapping error. You
will view messages regarding the application data that was created by the system during the initial
unwrapping process. You will then re-unwrap and translate the data.
Also during this chapter, you will start an outgoing translation job, create an application data
batch, and translate and wrap a sample outgoing application file set (containing two invoices).
After the file set is successfully translated and wrapped, you will view a list of the individual EDI
messages. You will also view the wrapped connection, which will be ready for transmission.

Testing Your Incoming Message Class
To test the incoming message class (850 TUTOR_MAP) that you created during the tutorial, you
will re-unwrap and translate a sample incoming purchase order.
Note: The sample purchase order data is provided as a part
of the tutorial and conforms to the incoming message
class required for the tutorial trading partner.
For the purposes of the tutorial, the sample connection has been shipped to you with an
unwrapping error. We want you to assume that when your system first attempted to unwrap the
data in the interchange envelope, an error occurred when trying to determine the trading partner
and/or the document type. Your goal is to re-unwrap and translate the job using the message class
you created to see if you can correct the problem.
To translate the sample incoming connection, you will:






Select the Mailroom
Work with the connection and view log messages associated with the job
Re-unwrap the job
Schedule the job for translation
Translate the job

If your incoming message class and trading partner information are valid, the job will be
successfully re-unwrapped and translated. If you encounter problems re-unwrapping and/or
translating the data, you can view the log records to see where modifications are needed. For
additional troubleshooting tips, you can also refer to the sample scenario (presented later in this
chapter) that explains how to resolve a translation error that occurs as a result of an unmapped
document segment.
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Viewing Log Messages
To begin testing your incoming message class and trading partner information, you need to view
the log messages associated with the incoming job.
To view log messages:
1.

From the Cleo EEI Main Menu, type 1 and press [Enter]. The
Mailroom Menu is displayed:

From this menu, you can choose to work with connections, interchanges, functional groups, or
messages.
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2.

Type 1 (Work with connections) and press [Enter].
The Work with connections panel is displayed, listing the jobs sent and received:

Note: The sample incoming connection provided with the
tutorial has 7/06/00 as its Start of Call date for
version 6.2 or lower.
The connection for version 6.3 and 6.4 has 1/30/12
15:44 as its Start of Call date and time.
Note that the first connection in the list above shows an unwrapping error (Unwrap err is in
the Rcv Status field). To understand why the job did not unwrap successfully, you need to
display the messages stored in the log.
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3. Type M in the Opt field for the desired job, then press [Enter]. If no messages appear move
to the next step and re-unwrap the connection. Once re-unwrapped message will appear in the
message log.
The Display Messages panel provides information about the unwrapping process:

Note: The end of a message is indicated by an arrow (==>).
The message associated with the sample job informs you why the unwrapping error occurred.
To understand this particular type of error, recall that incoming data must find a match on the
following three items:


The sender/receiver IDs must match the IDs at the trading partner level



The group code (GS01) must match a group code for this partner



The document must match a trading partner message class defined for this
partner/group

If any of these don’t match, an unwrap error results. In the panel above, the error shows that
the sender ID was received but a matching trading partner ID could not be found.
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4.

To view additional message information about the job, position the cursor over the message
“Trading partner not identified for interchange ... ”, and then press [F1].
The Additional Message Information panel is displayed:

5.

Press [F3] to return to the Work with connections panel.
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Re-Unwrapping Incoming Data
Now that you have viewed the sample unwrapping messages, try to re-unwrap the connection using
the incoming message class and trading partner information you defined during the tutorial. If they
are valid, the purchase order data will be successfully unwrapped.
To re-unwrap the connection:
1.

From the Work with connections panel, press [F11] to display the Work with connection
data panel, which provides you with additional options.

2.

Type U in the Opt field for the desired job:

3.

Press [Enter].

4.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
A message at the bottom of the panel informs you that the re-unwrap job was submitted for the
connection log.
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5.

Press [F5].
The Work with connection data panel is refreshed.
The Rcv Status field should indicate that the connection is now successfully Unwrapped.

Note: If the Rcv Status field indicates an error after you reunwrap the job, display the log messages again to
identify and correct the problem. Refer to “Viewing Log
Messages” earlier in this chapter.
Note that all messages will be displayed, including
those from previous unwrap attempts.
6.

Press [F11] to return to the Work with connections panel.
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Scheduling Incoming Data for Translation
After the incoming connection is successfully unwrapped, you need to schedule it for translation.
During translation, the system – based on the trading partner and document type – determines the
message class required to translate the EDI standard data into the format required for your
applications. It then translates the data and places them into the proper locations within the
appropriate files.
To schedule the job for translation:
1.

On the Work with connections panel, type T in the Opt field for the connection and press
[Enter].

2.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt. The panel is refreshed:

A message informs you that the connection’s two messages are scheduled for translation.
Notice also that the Rcv Status field now indicates that the job is scheduled for translation
(Sched/trans).
Note: Scheduling a job makes it available for translation, but
does NOT place it in the job queue. For example,
translations can be scheduled and then batchprocessed later.
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Translating Incoming Data
Now that the connection is scheduled, you can translate it.
To translate the connection:
1.

From the Work with connections panel, press [F14].

2.

On the Work with incoming translation jobs panel, subset the list by typing S in the Sts
selector field and pressing [Enter] to display only translation jobs with a Sched/trans status.

Note: Because the entire connection above is being
processed [C is in the L (level) field], no trading partner
or message class information is displayed.
Data can be processed at different levels.
If the interchange (I), group (G), or message (M) levels
were being processed, the trading partner and the
appropriate level code would be displayed.
This is important to note because the following panel
will process all trading partners in the connection.
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3.

Press [Enter] to submit the job for translation.
Note: If there are multiple jobs listed in the Work with
incoming translation jobs panel, you need to enter
selection criteria in one or more of the Select fields to
filter the list so that it contains only the job(s) you
want to translate.
To select only jobs with a Sched/trans status, as we
did in step 2, type S in the appropriate Select field and
press [Enter].
If you do not enter any selection criteria, all of the jobs
listed in the panel are submitted for translation.

4.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
A message informs you that the job is released on the job queue.

5.

Press [F3] to return to the Work with connections panel.
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6.

Press [F5].
The Work with connections panel is refreshed. The Rcv Status field should now indicate
that the job was successfully Translated.

Note: If the Rcv Status field indicates an error after you
translate the job, correct the problem.
For additional information on a common type of
translation error, refer to the following section.
7.

Press [F3] twice to return to the Cleo EEI Main Menu.
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Sample Scenario: Resolving a Mapping Error
If you successfully unwrapped and translated the sample incoming connection using your message
class and trading partner information, you don’t need to read this section.
However, if you encountered an error after translating the job, the reason might be that there is an
unselected segment in your incoming message class. Because this is one of the most common
translation errors, this section walks you through a sample scenario where a segment has not been
selected for the incoming purchase order.
To see how this works, suppose that after re-unwrapping and translating the sample incoming
connection, you encounter a translation error.
To find out why the translation error occurred:
1.

From the Mailroom Menu, type 4 (Work with incoming application data log) and press
[Enter].
The Work with incoming application data log panel lists the incoming jobs contained in the
application data log.

These jobs are listed alphabetically by application file set name. Type T in the File set
positioner field (as above) to display jobs starting with that letter.
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To view the log message about the incoming job:
2.

Type M in the Opt field for the job and press [Enter].
The Display Messages panel contains messages about the translation process:

A message states that there is a problem with the REF segment, but that does not tell the
whole story.
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To view additional message information about the job:
3.

Position the cursor over that message and press [F1].
The Additional Message Information panel provides details about the error:

The message instructs you to check nonwrapped record #4 and indicates that the real problem
is with the BEG segment. Always check this “second level help” for the whole story.
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To check nonwrapped record #4:
4.

Press [Enter] twice to return to the Work with incoming application data log panel.

5.

Type 5 in the Opt field for the job and press [Enter].
The Work with messages for application data log panel is displayed:
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6.

Type D in the Opt field for the first message, and then press [Enter].
The Display nonwrapped data panel is displayed:

Note that record #4 pertains to the BEG segment. This confirms the indication on the
Additional Message Information panel.
Since there is a problem with this segment, you need to correct the mapping.
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To map the BEG segment:
7.

Press [F3] until you return to the Work with messages for application data log panel.

8.

Type 5 in the Opt field for the first message and press [Enter].
The Select message class function panel is displayed.

9.

Type 2 in the Opt field for the Segment map; element map function.
The Work with message class segment map panel is displayed (note that there is no BEG
segment):

10. Follow the procedures contained in Chapter 2 and refer to Appendix A to create the BEG
segment and its elements.
11. When you are finished mapping the BEG segment, press [F3] until you return to the Work
with incoming application data log panel.
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To re-translate the job:
12. Press [F14].
The Work with incoming translation jobs panel is displayed.
13. Subset the panel using the selector fields, if necessary. Recall that every job on the panel will
be submitted when you press [Enter].
14. Press [Enter] to submit the job for translation.
15. Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
16. Press [F3] to return to the Work with incoming application data log panel.
17. Press [F5] to refresh the panel.
The log shows that the job is now successfully Translated.
Note: Since you translated the job twice, there are two
records in the log.
The first record shows the error and the second record
shows the successful translation (after correcting the
segment mapping).
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Testing Your Outgoing Message Class
To test the outgoing message class (810 TUTOR_OUT) that you created during the tutorial, you
can translate and wrap a sample outgoing job.
Note: The data – a file set containing two invoices – is
provided with the tutorial.
If your outgoing message class and trading partner information are correctly defined, the job will
be successfully translated and wrapped. If you encounter problems processing the invoice data,
you can view the log records to see where modifications are needed.
To translate and wrap the sample outgoing job, you will:


Select the Mailroom and start the outgoing translation job (which creates an application
data batch and uses it to process the job)



View the list of individual EDI messages contained within the file set



View the wrapped outgoing connection
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Selecting the Mailroom and Starting the Outgoing Translation Job
To begin the translation process, you need to select the Mailroom and start the outgoing translation
job.
To select the Mailroom and start the outgoing translation job:
1.

From the Cleo EEI Main Menu, type 1 (Mailroom) and press [Enter]. The
Mailroom Menu is displayed:
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2.

Type 7 and press [Enter].
The Start outgoing translation jobs panel, listing all the application file sets currently used
by at least one message class with a direction code S (Send), is displayed.

3.

Type W in the Opt field for the application file set you are going to use (TUTOR_INV):

Note: The options in the Start outgoing translation jobs
panel enable you to perform an individual process or a
group of processes.
For example, you can Translate only, or Translate (and)
create envelope logs, and so on.
For the purposes of the tutorial, you are going to
translate the job, create envelope logs, and wrap the
job. However, since you are working with a fictitious
trading partner, you will not actually send the job.
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Creating the Application Data Batch
To specify the parameters to be used to process the application files into outgoing EDI messages,
you need to create the application data batch.
To create the application data batch:
1.

Press [Enter].
The Create application data batch panel is displayed:

The system will use the parameters you specify in this panel to analyze the data in the
application file set, determine the trading partner message class for each document, create a
message log record for each EDI document, and translate each EDI document.
Since you specified on the Start outgoing translation jobs panel that you also want to wrap
the data, the system will also assemble the documents into groups and interchanges, create the
envelopes, and assemble the interchanges into network connections.
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2.

In the Application data batch text field, type TUTOR TEST.

3.

Press [F10] to display additional parameters.

4.

In the Functional group code field, type IN (for Invoice). In the Message ID field, type 810:

5.

Press [PageDown] to display the second panel of application data batch parameters.
For this sample job, though, you do not need to make any changes on this panel.
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6.

Press [PageDown] to display the last panel of application data batch parameters.

7.

In the Record selection method field, type *RUNTIME:

This step means that the key relationship between formats will be taken from those files and
keys specified in the S type file set, as covered in Chapter 3 under the heading “Specifying
the Format Sequence”.
8.

Press [Enter].

9.

Press [F3] to return to the Mailroom Menu.
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10. Type 9 (Work with outgoing application data log) and press [Enter].
The Work with outgoing application data log panel is displayed:

11. Press [F5] to watch the changes that occur in the Status field for the TUTOR_INV file set.
If your outgoing message class is valid, the data will be successfully translated, the log records
will be generated, and the data will be enveloped and wrapped.
Note: If the Status field indicates an error after you process the
job, display the log messages to identify the problem and
then correct it.
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Viewing Individual EDI Messages Contained in the Application Data Log
After an outgoing job is successfully translated and wrapped, you can view a list of the individual
EDI messages contained in the application file set.
To view a list of the individual EDI messages:
1.

From the Work with outgoing application data log panel, type 5 in the Opt field for a file
set and press [Enter].
For example, the Work with messages for application data log panel below indicates that
two EDI messages are wrapped and ready to be sent:
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2.

To display the data (non-wrapped) for one of the messages, type D in its Opt field and press
[Enter].

3.

Press [F3] twice to return to the Work with outgoing application data log panel.
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Working with the Wrapped Connection
Since the invoices you translated and wrapped are intended for demonstration purposes only, you
are not going to send them. However, you can work with the wrapped connection and understand
what you would do to send the job if you were working with real EDI documents and a real trading
partner.
To work with the wrapped connection:
1.

Press [F3] until you return to the Mailroom Menu.

2.

Type 12 (Start a new outgoing connection) and press [Enter].
The Start outgoing connections panel is displayed:

It lists the job you just translated and wrapped. Notice that there is no date nor time in the
Start of Call field since the job has not yet been sent.
If you were sending the job to a real trading partner, you would type 1 in its Opt field and
press [Enter].
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Appendix A:
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OF
ACME CORPORATION
EDI GUIDELINES
FOR
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Document Number:
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this document is to provide ACME’s trading partners with detailed guidelines for
the electronic transmission of the 810 Invoice (IN) Transaction Set, 850 Purchase Order (PO)
Transaction Set.
Charts summarizing EDI enveloping segments and the segment hierarchy are provided for the
technical reader.
Questions regarding the implementation of EDI can be addressed to:

Dennis Bonagura
ACME Corporation
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
Phone: (201) 847-1200

REFERENCE MATERIAL
The ACME Corporation used the Retail Industry sub-set of the ANSI X12 Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI) Standard. The Voluntary Inter-Industry Communications Standards Group
(VICS) defined and approved this subset, which represents the retail industry use of the ANSI X12
Standard. This document prepared by ACME contains descriptions of only those segments that are
utilized in ACME transmissions.
The entire VICS Retail Industry Conventions and Implementation Guidelines for EDI document
and revisions may be obtained by contacting:
Uniform Code Council Inc.
8163 Old Yankee Road
Suite J
Dayton, OH 45458
Phone: (513) 435-3870
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EDI ENVELOPING STRUCTURE
Mailboxing documents requires three levels of enveloping. Each envelope contains a header and a
trailer segment. Each successive envelope is a subset of the previous level of enveloping.
LEVEL 1:

LEVEL 2:

LEVEL 3:

INTERCHANGE ENVELOPE
The outer envelope (Transmission Envelope) identifies the sender and receiver.
This envelope contains all the documents transmitted from one sender to a
particular receiver. The transmission envelope contains one or more functional
groups.
FUNCTIONAL GROUP ENVELOPE
Each functional group contains one or more transaction sets (electronic
documents). This envelope is a subset of the interchange envelope. All
Purchase Order (PO) related documents will be within one group, all Invoice
(IN) documents will be in another group.
TRANSACTION SET (DOCUMENT) ENVELOPE
Each transaction set is an ordered collection of segments. Each segment is an
ordered collection of data elements. This envelope is a subset of the functional
group envelope.

Each PO document will have a separate transaction (document) set envelope as will each IN
document. A multi-region PO will result in a single document envelope, provided that the trading
partner can process SDQ segments. For a non-SDQ trading partner, a separate document envelope
will be generated for each store on the order.

ISA
Interchange Header

GS
Functional Group Header

ST
Transaction Set (Document) Header
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

SE
Transaction Set (Document) Trailer

GE
Functional Group Trailer

IEA
Interchange Trailer
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Acme Trading Partner Information
Interchange-Level Fields
Partner Field

Description/Usage

Data

X12

Authorization qual

Code to identify type of auth info in ISA02

00

ISA01

Authorization info

Additional ID or authorization info for the sender

<blank>

ISA02

Security qual

Code to identify type of security info in ISA04

00

ISA03

Security info

Additional ID or security info for the receiver

<blank>

ISA04

Sender ID qual

Code to identify the sender ID in ISA06

12

ISA05

Sender ID

EDI address of sender for routing of data

123456789

ISA06

Receiver ID qual

Code to identify the receiver ID in ISA08
(Vendor Assigned)

12

ISA07

Receiver ID

EDI address of receiver for routing of data
(Vendor Assigned)

987654321

ISA08

Date

Date interchange was created

ISA09

Time

Time interchange was created

ISA10

Interchange std ID

Code to identify agency responsible for
standards

U

ISA11

Interchange std ver

Version containing interchange control
segments

00400

ISA12

Interchange control
number

Interchange control number

Int ack requested

Code from sender requesting int ack (not an
FA)

0

ISA14

Test indicator

Code to indicate whether int data is test or prod

T

ISA15

Subelm (delimiter)

Separates element subgroups (cannot be data)

>

ISA16

Cleo EEI Tutorial
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Group-Level Fields
Partner Field

Description/Usage

Data

X12

Functional ID code

Code identifying the type of transaction
(for example: PO, IN)

(PO, IN, etc.)

GS01

Application sender ID

Code identifying party sending the transmission

123456789

GS02

Application receiver ID

Code identifying party receiving transmission

987654321

GS03

Data group date

Date Group Created YYMMDD

YYMMDD

GS04

Data group time

Time Group created HHMM

HHMM

GS05

Data group control
number

Assigned number originated and maintained by
the sender. Must be unique.

Controlling agency

Code to identify the issuer of the standards

Ver-rel

Version, release, and subrelease of EDI
standards

A-6

GS06
X - ANSI X12

GS07

004020

GS08
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ACME 850 Purchase Order
ACME 850 Purchase Order Segment Prefixes -- X12 Version 4020
The following is a list of the prefixes for the X12 segments used in the ACME 850 Purchase
Order:
ISA

Interchange Header

GS

Functional Group Header

ST

Transaction Set Header

BEG

Beginning Segment for Purchase Order

REF

Reference Identification

PER

Administrative Communications

ITD

Terms of Sale/Deferred Terms of Sale

DTM

Date/Time Reference

N1

Name

N2

Additional Name Information

N3

Address Information

N4

Geographic Location

PO1

Baseline Item Data

PO4

Item Physical Details

CTT

Transaction Totals

SE

Transaction Set Trailer

GE

Functional Group Trailer

IEA

Interchange Trailer

Cleo EEI Tutorial
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Segment
Element

Element
ID

ST01

Description / Usage

Length

143

Transaction Set Identifier
Code

3

ST02

329

Transaction Set Control
Number

BEG01

353

Transaction Set Purpose
Code

2

00 - Original PO

BEG02

92

Purchase Order Type
Code

2

SA - Stand-alone Order

4-9

Value
850 - X12.1 Purchase Order
Sequential Number assigned by the sender
starting with one within each functional group

BK - Blanket Order
RL - Release Number

BEG03

324

Purchase Order Number

7

BEG04

328

Release Number

BEG05

373

Date

BEG06

367

Contract Number

BEG07

587

Acknowledgement Type

2

Not Used

REF01

128

Reference number
qualifier

2

DP - Acme Department Number

1-30
6
1-30

Acme Purchase Order Number
Release Number assigned by Acme
Purchase Order Date - YYMMDD
Contract Number assigned by Buyer

PD - Promotion/Deal Number

REF02

127

Reference Number

1-30

Reference Number as related to REF01

REF03

352

Description

1-80

Not Used

PER01

366

Contact Function Code

2

BD - Buyer Name or Department
EA - EDI Coordinator

PER02

93

Name

PER03

365

Communication Number
Qualifier

PER04

364

Communication Number Telephone Number

A-8

1-35
2
1-80

Name as related to PER01
TE - Telephone Number
Complete telephone number including
country or area code when applicable
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ACME 850 Purchase Order -- X12 Version 4020
Segment
Element

Element
ID

ITD01

336

Description / Usage
Terms Type Code

Length

Value

2

1 - Basic
2 - EOM
05 - Discount not applicable
12 - 10 Days After End of Month

ITD02

333

Terms Basis Date Code

1-2

2 - Delivery Date

ITD03

338

Terms Discount Percent

1-6

Percentage of discount based on terms

ITD04

370

Terms Discount Due Date

ITD05

351

Terms Discount Days
Due

1-3

ITD06

446

Terms Net Due Date

6

ITD07

386

Terms Net Days

1-3

Number of days until total invoice amount is
due

ITD08

362

Terms Discount Amount

1-10

Not Used

ITD09

388

Terms Deferred Due Date

6

Not Used

ITD10

389

Deferred Amount Due

1-10

Not Used

ITD11

342

Percent Of Invoice
Payable

1-5

Not Used

ITD12

352

Description

1-80

Terms Description

DTM01

374

Date/Time Qualifier
(Cancel Date)

3

001 - Cancel After

6

Not Used
Number of days in the terms discount period
by which payment is due if terms discount is
earned
Not Used

010 - Requested Ship
002 - Delivery Requested

DTM02

373

N101

98

Cleo EEI Tutorial

Date

6

Date as related to DTM01 - YYMMDD

Entity ID Code

2

ST - Ship to store
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Segment
Element

Element
ID

Description / Usage

Length

Value
BY - Buying Party

N102

93

Name

1-15

Name as related to N101

N103

66

Id Code Qualifier

2

92 - Buyer Assigned

N104

67

Id Code

12

1-8 is area and prefix code
9-12 is actual store number
Example: 717-874-0695, where 0695 is store
number

N201

93

Name

1-35

Free-form name

N202

93

Name

1-35

Additional name if required

N301

166

Address

1-35

Free-form street address

N302

166

Address

1-35

Additional addressing if required

N401

19

City

2-30

Free-form city name

N402

156

State

2

Standard state code

N404

26

Country Code

2-3

Code identifying the country

PO101

350

Assigned Identification

1-6

Sequential number for each line item

PO102

330

Quantity Ordered

1-9

Quantity of items ordered

PO103

355

Unit Of Measure

2

PO104

212

Unit Price

PO106

235

Product ID Qualifier

PO107

234

Buyer's Catalog Number

PO108

235

Product ID Qualifier

PO109

234

UPC Number

1-30

12 numeric

PO401

356

Pack

1-6

Num of inner pack units per outer pack unit

PO402

357

Size

1-8

Size of supplier units in pack

A-10

1-14
2
1-30
2

EA - Single unit/piece
Price per unit/piece
CB - Buyer's catalog number
Acme SKU
UP - UPC Code
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Segment
Element

Element
ID

PO403

355

Description / Usage
Unit Of Measure

Length
2

PO404

Value
EA - single units in pack
Unused

through
PO409
PO410

82

Length

1-8

Largest horizontal dimension upright

PO411

189

Width

1-8

Shortest measurement of the two horizontal
dimensions measured upright

PO412

65

Height

1-8

Vertical dimension measured upright

PO413

355

Pack Dimensions Code

CTT01

354

Number of Line Items

1-6

The number of PO1 segments

CTT02

347

Hash Total

1-10

Sum of quantity ordered

SE01

96

Number Of Included
Segments

1-6

Count of transaction set segments

SE02

329

Transaction Set Control
Number

4-9

Must be the same as ST02

Cleo EEI Tutorial
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Unused
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ACME 850 Purchase Order Sample Data
ST*850*0001~
BEG*00*SA*111111*112233*20000701*124578~
REF*DP*145~
PER*BD*MARY SMITH*TE*201-847-1200~
ITD*02*03*2**10**30*****2% 10 DAYS NET 30~
DTM*001*20000715~
DTM*002*20000717~
N1*ST*ACME, INC.*92*245-651-3210~
N3*101 MAIN STREET~
N4*ANYTOWN*NJ*999999999*US~
N1*BY*ACME, INC.*92*78654654654~
N2*ACCOUNTS PAYABLE~
N3*1 ACME AVE~
N4*ACMEVILLE*PA*179310029*US~
PO1*1*1474*EA*63.58**CB*44HVV9406*UP*155110036~
PO4*12*4*EA*******14*12*16~
PO1*2*3200*EA*24.11**CB*34CQD4757*UP*155111105~
PO4*12*4*EA*******16*12*8~
CTT*2*4674~
SE*20*0001~

Note: The delimiters (+ and ~) in this example were used for
readability only.
The most commonly used element delimiter is the
asterisk (*, Hex 5C). The use of the asterisk is
discouraged as element delimiters because asterisks
are sometimes used in the data stream of the EDI
document. Recommended delimiters are the Hex 15
for segment and Hex 2F for elements (both are nondisplayable characters).
For further recommendations on delimiters, please
refer to the X12.5 Interchange Control Structures,
Appendix A.
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ACME 810 Invoice
ACME 810 Invoice Segment Prefixes -- X12 Version 4020
The following is a list of the prefixes for the X12 segments used in the ACME 810 Invoice:
ISA

Interchange Header

GS

Functional Group Header

ST

Transaction Set Header

BIG

Beginning Segment for Invoice

NTE

Note/Special Instruction

N1

Name

N2

Additional Name Information

N3

Address Information

N4

Geographic Location

ITD

Terms of Sale/Deferred Terms of Sale

DTM

Date/Time Reference

IT1

Baseline Item Data(Invoice)

PO4

Item Physical Details

TDS

Total Monetary Value Summary

CTT

Transaction Totals

SE

Transaction Set Trailer

GE

Functional Group Trailer

IEA

Interchange Trailer

Cleo EEI Tutorial
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ACME 810 Invoice -- X12 Version 4020
Segment
Element

Element
ID

ST01

Description / Usage

Length

143

Transaction Set Identifier
Code

3

ST02

329

Transaction Set Control
Number

BIG01

373

Date

BIG02

76

Invoice Number

BIG03

373

Date

6

Unused

BIG04

324

Purchase Order Number

22

Acme Purchase Order Number

BIG05

328

Release Number

NTE01

363

Note reference code

4-9

6
1-22

1-30

3

Value
810 - X12 Invoice
Sequential Number assigned by the
sender starting with one within each
functional group

Date of Invoice
Vendor internal invoice number

Acme Release Number

GEN - Entire Transaction Set
PKG - Packaging Instructions

NTE02

352

Description

N101

98

Entity ID code

1-80

2

Free-form description

ST - Ship to store
BY - Buying Party

N102

93

Name

1-15

Name as related to N101

N103

66

ID code qualifier

2

92 - Buyer Assigned

N104

67

ID code

12

1-8 is area and prefix code
9-12 is actual store number
Example: 717-874-0695, where 0695
is store number

N201

93

Name

1-35

Free-form name

N202

93

Name

1-35

Additional name if required

N301

166

Address

1-35

Free-form street address
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Segment
Element

Element
ID

N302

166

N401

Description / Usage

Length

Value

Address

1-35

Additional addressing if required

19

City

2-30

Free-form city name

N402

156

State

2

Standard state code

N404

26

Country code

ITD01

336

Terms Type Code

2-3

2

Code identifying the country

1 - Basic
2 - EOM
05 - Discount not applicable
12 - 10 Days After End of Month

ITD02

333

Terms basis date code

1-2

2 - Delivery Date

ITD03

338

Terms discount percent

1-6

Percentage of discount based on
terms

ITD04

370

Terms discount due date

6

ITD05

351

Terms discount days due

1-3

ITD06

446

Terms net due date

ITD07

386

Terms net days

1-3

Number of days until total invoice
amount is due

ITD08

362

Terms discount amount

1-10

Not Used

ITD09

388

Terms deferred due date

6

Not Used

ITD10

389

Deferred amount due

1-10

Not Used

ITD11

342

Percent of invoice
payable

1-5

Not Used

ITD12

352

Description

1-80

Terms Description

DTM01

374

Date/time qualifier (cancel
date)

3

001 - Cancel After

Cleo EEI Tutorial
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Not Used
Number of days in the terms discount
period by which payment is due if
terms discount is earned
Not Used
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Segment
Element

Element
ID

Description / Usage

Length

Value
010 - Requested Ship
002 - Delivery Requested

DTM02

373

Date

6

Date as related to DTM01 - YYMMDD

IT101

350

Assigned identification

1-6

Sequential number for each line item

IT102

358

Quantity Invoiced

1-9

Quantity of items Invoiced

IT103

355

Unit of measure

2

IT104

212

Unit price

IT106

235

Product ID qualifier

IT107

234

Buyer's catalog number

IT108

235

Product ID qualifier

IT109

234

UPC number

1-30

12 numeric

PO401

356

Pack

1-6

Num of inner pack units per outer
pack unit

PO402

357

Size

1-8

Size of supplier units in pack

PO403

355

Unit of measure

1-14
2
1-30
2

2

PO404
through
PO409

EA - Single unit/piece
Price per unit/piece
CB - Buyer's catalog number
Acme SKU
UP - UPC Code

EA - Single units in pack
Unused

PO410

82

Length

1-8

Largest horizontal dimension upright

PO411

189

Width

1-8

Shortest measurement of the two
horizontal dimensions measured
upright

PO412

65

Height

1-8

Vertical dimension measured upright

PO413

355

Pack dimensions code

A-16
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Unused
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Segment
Element

Element
ID

CTT01

354

Number of line items

1-6

The number of IT1 segments

CTT02

347

Hash total

1-10

Sum of quantity invoiced

SE01

96

Number of included
segments

1-6

Count of transaction set segments

SE02

329

Transaction set control
number

4-9

Must be the same as ST02

Cleo EEI Tutorial

Description / Usage

Length

Value
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ACME 810 INVOICE Sample Data
ST*810*000000001~
BIG*20000701*0000000000000000000101**114477*112233~
N1*ST*My·Organization*92*245-651-3210~
N3*101·MAIN·STREET~
N4*ANYTOWN*NJ**US~
N1*BT*My·Organization*92*570-628-5500~
N2*Accounts·Payable~
N3*1·ACME·AVE~
N4*ACMEVILLE*PA**US~
ITD*02*03*2**10**30~
DTM*715*20000717~
DTM*717~
IT1*1*1474*EA*63.58***44HVV9406**155110036~
PO4*12*4********14*12*16~
IT1*2*3200*EA*24.11***34CQD4757**155111105~
PO4*12*4********16*12*8~
TDS*17086892~
CTT*2~
SE*19*000000001~
Note: The delimiters (+ and ~) in this example were used for
readability only.
The most commonly used element delimiter is the
asterisk (*, Hex 5C). The use of the asterisk is
discouraged as element delimiters because asterisks
are sometimes used in the data stream of the EDI
document. Recommended delimiters are the Hex 15
for segment and Hex 2F for elements (both are nondisplayable characters).
For further recommendations on delimiters, please
refer to the X12.5 Interchange Control Structures,
Appendix A.
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Advanced Auto-Mapper

Overview.........................................................................................................................
B-2
Starting from Scratch...................................................................................................... B-3
Starting with an Interchange ........................................................................................... B-9
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Advanced Auto-Mapper

Overview
There are two methods to using the Advanced Auto-Mapper:


If you want to start from scratch to create a new map, you can dive right in; see the “Starting
from Scratch” on the next page.
This method creates a map (or, message class) containing:
o

at least 1 instance of EACH segment defined for the indicated Standard class /
Industry group / Version release

o

1 instance of EACH element within each of those segments

Also, any element previously mapped to a field in a prior message class will “automatically”
be mapped to the same field in the new message class.


Perhaps you’ve received an interchange that is unwrapped with errors, but you’re sure that
there’s some valuable information contained there.
In this case, you can automatically create a map from that data (your new map will even
include element-to-field mapping); see the “Starting with an Interchange” section later in this
chapter.
This method is the same as that described above, except that after the message class has been
created, the data received is compared to that map, and any segments in the map that are not
found in the data are removed.
Note: As with all automatically-generated items, it is always
advisable to test and check your results after running
this function.
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Starting from Scratch
1.

From the Cleo EEI Main Menu, type 5 and press [Enter] to access the Mapping Menu.

2.

Type 9 (Start advanced auto mapping) and press [Enter].
The Advanced Auto Map Entry panel appears:

You MUST provide responses for the Message ID, Message class, and Description fields.
Note: If you have an existing map after which you wish to
pattern this new map, enter the Reference Msg ID and
Msg class in the appropriate fields.
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Advanced Auto-Mapper

If you try to “create” an existing message class, the Advanced Auto Map Entry panel
displays a message warning you that the selected message class already exists:

As explained in the last sentence of the warning, undesired effects may result if you proceed.
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3.

Type 850 in the Message ID field.

4.

Type TESTMAP in the Message class field.

5.

Type Exercise for Advanced Auto Map in the Description field.

6.

Press [Enter].

7.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.

Cleo EEI Tutorial
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Advanced Auto-Mapper

The Advanced Auto Map Entry panel reappears, with responses provided for most, if not
all, of these fields:





B-6

Standard class
Version release
Direction
File set






Industry group
Version description
Message class status
Automap search pattern ID
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You can change any of the default responses if you did not enter a Reference Msg ID and Msg
class. If you entered a Reference Msg ID and Msg class, then you can only change the
Automap search pattern ID field.
8.

To make the new map use the POFILES file set, type over the contents of the File set field
with POFILES.

To make the new map of the 4020 version release:
9.

Clear the contents of the Version release field.

10. Type ? in the Version release field.
11. Press [Enter].
The Select Version – release selector panel is displayed:

12. [PageDown] to locate the 004020 VerRel.
13. Type 1 in its Opt field.
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14. Press [Enter].
The Advanced Auto Map Entry panel reappears:

15. Press [Enter].
16. Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
At the bottom of the Cleo EEI Main Menu, this message appears: SBMADVAM [Submit
advanced auto-map] was submitted to the default job queue.
Note: If you performed all of these steps and wish to perform
the steps in the next section, you must first delete this
map.
To do so, from the Mapping Menu take selection 3
(Work with message classes); locate the 850 TESTMAP
message class, and type 4 in its Opt field; follow the
on-panel instructions.
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Starting with an Interchange
Note: This approach assumes that you’ve got an unwrapped
transmission with errors.
1.

From the Cleo EEI Main Menu, type 1 and press [Enter] to access the Mailroom Menu.

2.

Type 2 (Work with interchanges) and press [Enter].
The Work with all interchanges by trading partner panel appears.

3.

Find the item you want to auto-map (Int reference 000000001, Date 960205, Time 1111) and
type A in its Opt field:

Cleo EEI Tutorial
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4.

Press [Enter].
The Advanced Auto Map Entry panel appears:

Note: Having determined that this interchange contains data
consistent with Message ID 850, EXTOL EEI
completes the Message ID field accordingly. You must
complete the other fields.
5.

Type TESTMAP in the Message class field.
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6.

Type Exercise for Advanced Auto Map in the Description field:

7.

Press [Enter].

8.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
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The Advanced Auto Map Entry panel reappears, with responses provided for most, if not
all, of these fields:





Standard class
Version release
Direction
File set






Industry group
Version description
Message class status
Automap search pattern ID

Also, sample data log numbers are provided.
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Note: If a File set is selected, then an Automap search
pattern ID is required and is automatically selected
based on the system default, as defined by the user
(the default can be changed). The search pattern
determines the criteria used when matching elements
to fields.
If you want to view the details of the currently selected
search pattern, press [F16] (Search pattern details).

To select a different search pattern, enter it manually
or prompt the field and select a new pattern from the
list.
9.

Press [Enter].
The Select Trading partner panel is displayed:

Note: This panel appears because EXTOL EEI could not
determine the trading partner from the interchange
data.
10. As this interchange is (for purposes of this exercise) from a new trading partner, press [F3] to
return to the Advanced Auto Map Entry panel.
Cleo EEI Tutorial
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11. Type a unique entry (TESTTP) in the Trading partner code field:

12. Press [Enter].
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13. In the field that appears to the right of the Trading partner code field, type a description for the
new trading partner (Test Trading Partner):

Note: Make other modifications (you can change the Version
release to 004020 and the File set to POFILES, as
described on page B-7).
14. Press [Enter].
The Advanced Auto Map Entry panel reappears, reflecting all of the changes.
15. Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
At the bottom of the Work with all interchanges by trading partner panel, this message
appears: SBMADVAM [Submit advanced auto-map] was submitted to the default job queue.

Cleo EEI Tutorial
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Version Conversion

Overview
Cleo EEI allows you to quickly convert an existing map to another version or release.
Suppose you want to upgrade your 850 purchase order (X12 version 2040) to X12 version 4020.
In the examples to follow, it has a message class of AMP2040. The diagram below illustrates the
process of turning your Original 2040 version to the desired Target 4020 version:

Original Map
EDIFACT
or X12
Refine the Target Map using the Conversion Report
(recommended if you have one Original Map to convert)

Original Map

Conversion Map

Conversion Report
showing
conversion errors

Target Map

Refine the Conversion Map using the Conversion Report
(recommended if you have several Original Maps to convert)

First, Cleo EEI takes your Original Map and the Standards (for the Target Map) to produce a
Conversion Map, an interim “best guess” at how the Target Map will end up. It examines all
of the segments and elements of the 850 purchase order in the Original Map, and then “maps”
what it can to Target Map’s specifications.
The key to Cleo’s Version Conversion utility is the second process: the creation of a Conversion
Report, which alerts you to any segments and/or elements not converted during the creation of
the Conversion Map.
With the Conversion Report, you can begin an iterative cycle to refine the Version Conversion
process until the desired Target Map is achieved.
There are two approaches that can be used, depending on the number of Original Maps that
require conversion:

C-2



If you have only one map to convert, edit the Target Map



If you have several maps, refine the Conversion Map (this allows you to run the Version
Conversion process, with little or no intervention, to automatically convert the remaining
maps)
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Create a Conversion Map
1.

From the Cleo EEI Main Menu, type 5 and press [Enter] to access the Mapping Menu.

2.

Type 3 (Work with message classes) and press [Enter].
The Work with message class panel appears.

3.

Locate the Original Map (850 AMP2040) and type 3 in its Opt field:

Cleo EEI Tutorial
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4.

Press [Enter].
The Copy message class panel appears:

Note: You must provide responses for the Copy to new
Message class and Conversion map fields.
The Copy to new Message class field is the name you
want to assign to the new 4020 version of the 850
purchase order.
The Conversion map field is your name for the
“interim, best-guess” set of rules (“map”) that will be
used to create the new message class; it can be an
existing Conversion Map which you’ve used for
previous Version Conversions, or it can be a new map.
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5.

Type NEWMSG in the Copy to new Message class field. Type CONVMAP in the
Conversion map field:
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6.

Press [Enter].
Because we are creating a new Conversion Map (CONVMAP), a partially-completed Create
Conversion Map panel appears:

7.

Override the Description field by typing Exercise for Version Conversion.
Note: You can override the Message ID for the target map, if
you choose.
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8.

Provide responses for the Standard class code, Industry group code, and Version release fields
for the Target map (the Source map’s values are displayed).

To upgrade the X12 standard class’ 850 message ID from the 2040 version to the 4020
version, type X, X, and 004020 in the appropriate fields:

9.

Press [Enter].

10. Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt (confirming the creation of the new Conversion Map).
The Copy message class panel reappears, with an affirmation at the bottom:
Conversion map CONVMAP created.
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11. Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt (confirming the creation of the Target Map).
The View Option panel appears:

This panel affords you an opportunity to view the Conversion Report (always a good idea).
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12. Type Y and press [Enter].
The Work with Job Spooled Files panel (a list of all completed print jobs) appears:

13. Type 5 in the Opt field for your report (in this example, the only one in the list).
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14. Press [Enter].
The Display Spooled File panel (an on-screen detailed report of the errors) is displayed:

There are several errors on this report of the same type: ELEMENT(S) NOT FOUND.
This error means that segments and/or elements contained in the Original Map (the 2040
version) were not converted to the Target Map (the 4020 version).
Looking at the first error above, you see that for the BEG segment, the Purchase Order Date
element is not found.
You can:


fix the problem in the Target Map (850 NEWMSG)



fix the problem in the Conversion Map (CONVMAP) … the advantage to this
method is that future message classes you create using this Conversion Map will
“know” how to handle the “missing” Purchase Order Date element

15. Press [F3] until you return to the Work with message class panel.
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Fix the error(s) in the Target Map
1.

On the Work with message class panel, locate the Target Map (850 NEWMSG) and type 8
in its Opt field:

2.

Press [Enter].
The Select message class function panel appears:
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3.

Type 2 in the Opt field for the Segment map; element map function and press [Enter].
The Work with message class segment map panel appears.

4.

Type 5 in the Opt field for the BEG segment:
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5.

Press [Enter].
The Work with element map for one segment panel appears:

All of the elements for the BEG segment of the Target Map (850 NEWMSG) are listed.
Notice that Date is not among the element names; in the Elm pos column, there is no position
5.
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6.

Press [F6] to create an element map record from the standards.
The Select elements for message class map panel appears, listing all standard elements for,
in this example, the X12 version 4020’s 850 message ID:

Notice that position 5 is the Date element (the 4020 equivalent to the 2040 version’s
Purchase Order Date element).
Since the Date element is mandatory (as indicted by the M in the M/O field), Cleo EEI
automatically fixed that error, as indicated by the message at the bottom of the panel:
Required selections had been made – press Enter and confirm to accept.
7.

Press [Enter].

8.

Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
The Select elements for message class map panel reappears for you to take further action, if
necessary.
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9.

For purposes of this exercise, we’re done, so press [F3].
The Work with element map for one segment panel reappears, with the BEG segment now
populated with the Date element:
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Fix the error(s) in the Conversion Map
Note: As previously indicated, it’s advisable to fix any errors
in the actual Conversion Map, especially if you want to
use the Conversion Map to automatically convert
additional maps.
1.

From the Cleo EEI Main Menu, type 5 and press [Enter] to access the Mapping Menu.

2.

Type 7 (Work with version release conversion maps) and press [Enter].
The Work with Conversion map panel (listing all previously-created conversion maps)
appears:
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3.

Type 5 in the Opt field for the Conversion Map (CONVMAP):

4.

Press [Enter].
The Work with Conversion Map Segments panel appears.
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5.

Type 5 in the Opt field for the BEG segment:

6.

Press [Enter]. The Work with Conversion Map Elements panel appears. It shows all
elements that converted to the Target map, with corresponding elements from the Source map:

Notice that there is no element position 5. That’s where we want the missing Purchase
Order Date element to be in our new 4020 version.
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7.

Press [F9].
A blank Work with Conversion Map Elements panel appears:

From this panel, you will identify the Source Map’s element that you need to convert, as well
as the Target Map’s element you want to convert it to.
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To identify the Source Map’s element that you need to convert:
8.

[Tab] to the Ele Pos field on the Source map’s side of the panel, then press [F4] to produce
the Select element in segment panel, listing all elements contained in the BEG segment for
the 2040 version:
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9.

Since position 5 is what we need to convert, type 1 in its Opt field:
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10. Press [Enter].
The Work with Conversion Map Elements panel reappears, listing the Source map’s
element you want to convert:
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To identify the Target Map’s element that you want to convert to:
11. [Tab] to the Ele Pos field on the Target map’s side of the panel, then press [F4] to produce
the Select element in segment panel, listing all elements contained in the BEG segment for
the 4020 version).
12. Since position 5 is what we need to create, type 1 in its Opt field:

13. Press [Enter].
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To review and confirm the Source Map to Target Map element conversion:
The Work with Conversion Map Elements panel reappears, listing the proposed addition(s)
from the Source to Target maps (in our example, only the Purchase Order Date to Date
element):

14. Press [Enter].
15. Press [Enter] at the CONFIRM prompt.
A blank Work with Conversion Map Elements panel reappears, awaiting further
instructions from you.
16. Since we’re done, press [F3].
The Work with Conversion Map Segments panel reappears.
17. Press [F3] until you return to the Cleo EEI Main Menu.
.
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